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Murray, Ky., Friday Aftertioon, January 13,107$ in Our 99th year
6 Inches Of Snow Here
15c Per Coop, Valium IN No. 10 •
Roads Treacherous; Schools Close Across State
Roads are treacherous and at least 60
school systems are closed this morning
as a result of a storm that dumped
nearly a half-foot oLsnow on some parts
of Kentucky,____
Both-Callowif, Count äzidMurT
city school systems are closed for a
second day today.
Most county roads are hazardous,
although, according to state highway
department official §herwood Potts,
U.S. 641 is beginning to clear in some
parts.
Kentucky State Police are expecting
to have a number of "fender-benders"
as more drivers hit the highways.
Calloway County recorded the second
deepest snowfall in the state yesterday
as over six inches fell here before
subsiding last night. According to John
Ed Scott, a local forecaster for National
Weather Service, only Glasgow had
more snow.
The National Weather Service con-
tinued a winter' storm warning for
southeastern Kentucky and a traveler's
advisory for the rest of the state. It
predicted accumulations of four to six
inches by this afternoon in southeastern
'Kentucky.
But Marilyn Scholz, lead forecaster
at the weather bureau's Louisville
office, said this morning that except for
southeastern Kentucky, 'The worst of
the storm is now past."
With road conditions described as
"hazardous" throughout the state,
police braced for a rash of accidents
and traffic jams thikmorning.
4-1 believe traffic could be a problem
when people start going to work," said
John Roberts, a state police dispatcher
in Frankfort.
At least one fatal traffic accident was
attributed to the snow, and state police
and authorities in Lexington and
Louisville—the state's largest Citie3 *—;
reported an increase in einor "fender
". -
As of I a.m. EST, snow continued to
fall over all of Kentucky, with the
heaviest precipitation occurring over
the eastern and southeastern sections,
the weather bureau said.
Temperatures early this morning
were in the mid 20s, but the weather
bureau's extended forecast calltid for a-
Murray School Board
etiews Jeffery Pact
Robert Glin Jeffrey, who was ap-
pointed as •superintendent of Murray
City Schools in July 1977 to fill the
_ unexpired term of Fred Schultz who
resigned to accept a position with the
Kentucky Department of Education,
Frankfort, was named to the post for a
four year term beginning July 1, 1978.
The contract for Jeffrey's ap-
pointment was made at the meeting of
the Murray Independent School Board
held Thursday evening at the board
office with Don Henry, chairman,
presiding. Other board members
present were Melissa Easley, William
C. Adams, Jr., Thomas Rushing, and
M. H. Ryan. Supt. Jeffrey was asked to
leave the meeting while his reap-
pointment as superintendent was made
by the board.
In other action of the board the
regular routine of reports were given
including the audit for the general,
activity, headstart, and utility tax
funds presented by Bethel Richardson,
CPA.
Jain HarTildn-Wilson- was named to
serve as aide-to the Title VIB program
which was recently funded. This will be
a special learning disability progrdm
for the city schools.
Named as science teacher at the
Murray Middle School was Gail Her-
ndon to replace Sandra Turnbow who
resigned as of Dec. 16 to accept a
position with the Practical Art; Unit of
the „Kentucky Department of
Education,Trinkfort.
Maternity leave for the remainder of
the current school year was granted to
Tonya West, first grade teacher at
. Robertson School. I.ynda Purcell was
employed as replacement for Mrs.
West for the remainder of this school
year.
Linda Gail Turner was added to the
substitute list of teachers for the city
schools.
The board voted-to have Pat Gingles
as architect to represent the Murray
City Schools throughout this school
year.
Also at the Thursday meeting the
board reviewed the 1978 facilities
survey and voted to submit the
necessary school improvement
changes to Jim Daniels, director of the
Division of the- Local School District-
Administrative Services, Kentucky_ -
Department of Education, Frankfort.
return to near:goer readings by Sunday.
At last report, the weather bureau
reported the largest snow accumulation
— five inches — at Brownsville in south
central ,Kentucky. Two inches had
accumulated in Louisville by 1 a.m.
Kentuckians appeared readier for
this storm than they were for last
ointer's storms. . cases,
-businesses sent employees home early
in staggered shifts. And stores stocked
up on snow supplies, such as shovels
and ice scrapers.
A random check of large industries
thrutighout the state indicated that
many continued normal operations
The storm evolved from a low
pressure system that developed earlier
- - • - -
ta the week in the Gulf of Mexico before •





Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
It'll cost just a little more in future
weeks to have that garbage removed in
the city of Murray, after Murray Cilia,
Council Thursday evening- okayed a- -
motion adopting an ordinance upping
ii,garbage collection rates. Ile ay also
_ has a new city' attorney. and is now
without an official city jail.
The council, meeting on the evening
#fter the _heaviest snowfall of the year
hit Murray, has picked a new city at-
torney, William "Bill" Phillips to
replace Wells Overbey who retired
from that post late last year.
Councilmen also Thursday evening
named a mayor- protem,-city clerk and
city treasurer. And the council has a
tentative list of council standing
committees.
City councilmen also considered
other business, including;
— The countil passed an ordinance;
•• Number 654, which changes policies
relating to Murray City Cemetery.
— Councilmen took under ad-
visement a replacement for Johnny
Rickrnan, whose resignation to join
Calloway County Sheriff's Department,
became official Thursday evening.
— Council members also considered
what to do with a request for a
solicitor's license from the Unification
Church.
— And the city is about to buy a
UNIQUE METHOD — Carl Hosford of Murray displays his unique method
of sledding he goes down the big hill at Murray State while standing on his
_Aed,_t_wire snow scpee aigteight of toda_ys edition.
Staff Photo bv Mae Brandon
Ainley Contract Renewed At Calloway Hugh
Jerry Ainley, in his first year as
principal at Calloway County High
School, had his contract extended for
another year by the Calloway County
Board of Education at their January
meeting Thursday night at the board
office.
Ainley took the post at Calloway
County High School, replacing Ron
McAlister who resigned to become
assistant superintendant.
In other action, the board accepted
the resignations of Debbie Farley,
a cashier in the cafeteria at the high
school, and Bernadine Schroeder, a
custodian at the high school.
The board hired Mary Culver as a
new teacher to work with the variation-
type unit which is headquartered at the
special education, building at Murray
State University. Also, Diana Jones
was named to fill in the remainder of
the school year for Nancy Lovett who
teaches a special education class at
Southwest Calloway.
Also, Bobby Jo Rowlett was hired as
a substitutude bus driver, Catherine
Glass a fulltime secretary at the high
school and the board granted two
leaves of absences.
In other action, the board rec-
commended the firm of, Gingles and
Harms the architect for the proposed
new middle school.
The board decided to wait until the
next meeting to discuss updating the
inside today 
One Section —14 Pages
The Murray Ledger & Times today presents a special photo
feature showing some scenes spotted yesterday as six inches-
of snow fell in the area, forcing schools to close. Also today,
staff writer Lowell Atchley makes his debut as a-columnist
with a tongue-and-cheek look at being late for work. The
pictures and Atchley's column appear on Page 8.
Republicans in the General Assembly today are working on a





Cloudy with occasional light snow
today, tonight and Saturday with new
snow accumulations generally less than ,
one inch. Highs today in the mid 30s.
Lows tonight Is to 20. Highs Saturday in
the lefw 20s. Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 30 percent today and
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Horoscope 2
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policy handbook for the system.
In the superintendent's report from
Dr. Jack Rose, it was announced
Calloway County High School received




With schools closed and many ac-
tivities called to a halt due to the recent
snow, Community Theatre has some
relief for harried parents and
snowbound students, a spokesman said.
A special performance for the entire
family will be presented this Saturday.
Jan. 14, at 2:00 p.m. in the Middle
School Adutiroiurn.
The Thieving Magpies will present a
musical, "Let It Snow!" an original
show under the direction of Richard
Valentine and with the music of J;.('
Jackson.
"Let It Snow" will feature such ol,-
vious tuneful favorites as "Frosty, The,
Snowperson," "I'm Dreaming Of A
White Easter," and a scientific ex-
planation for all the snow in the area
with the appearance of Suzy Snowflake-
Pantomimes in the show illustrat(
the fun snow brings in "She's Sno
Angel," and the magic that comes wit),
it in "The Toyshop."
In anticipation of the kind of weather
that might be approaching the Magpie!,
will stun audiences with dream-
sequ
-
ence nightmare, "The Twelve
Days of Snowing."
The admission for "Let It Snow" isas
unique as the show itself. The ticket
price is $1.00 per person with one slight
twist. Children under 12 can pay $1.00
and the adult accompanying them will
get in free.
railroad depot for a $1.
Murray City Council passed a motion
raising garbage collection rates from
$2.50 per month to $4 per month for
families living in the city.
The rate hike, the first since 1972, was
approved effective Jan. 1. In addition to
raising rates for families, the council's
garbage collection ordinance also hikes
rates for single person residences from
$1.75 per month to $3 per month.
Apartment dwellers and families living
in duplexes are to be billed at $4 a
• ' month, under the new rate structure.
Sanitation officials justified the move
due to increasing equipment costs.
. According to sanitation engineer Jerry
Wallace, the new rate structure will
The board also briefly discussed a produce some $62,000, which Wallace
standarized menu for the three
elementary schools and a possible 
has earmarked to buy a-new truck and
school before adjourning the rather 
- packer body.
Under the new ordinance, Wallace"hamburger line" at each elementary
short meeting, whtch included an hour- 
will establish commercial rates. But,
toward the end of the session Thursday
long executive sesafion. evening, Howard Koenen suggested a
provision for commercial rate appeals
directly to the. city council. An amen-
dment to the ordinance was suggested.
Mayor Melvin Henley said earlier in
the session that Calloway County Fiscal
Court make some provisions for a
county dumping sntem. "People do
e haul their garbage into town and dump
it into business dumpsters," Henley
said. "It's a problem all over town."
Henley said violation of the city's no
dumping ordinance can draw up to a $50
fine on conviction.
Murray has a new city attorney in
Bill Phillips, following a council vote
Thursday evening. The council named
Phillips to the post for a two year stint
over another city attorney who applied,
Don Jones. The city council Thursday
evening named Dr. C. C. Lowry as
mayor protem; the council okayed Jo
Crass as city clerk; and councilmen
named Sarah Duncan city treasurer.
Committee Assignments
A suggested list of committee
assignments from Henley hit a stum-
bling block during the meeting when
Koenen said that according to Ken-
tucky Revised Statutes, the council
determines the standing committees
and the number of persons who will
serve on each.
One of Phillips' first duties will entail
The hour-long show will be seen for
one performance only this Saturday at
2:00 p.m. in the Middle School




For basketball fans who had
planned to attend a game tonight,
there is one game left on the
schedule.
The Murray State women's team
will host Eastern Illinois at? p.m. in
the MSU Sports Arena. The high
school games have been called off.
Calloway County was to have
hosted Lowes for a twinbill. The first
game was to have featured the
undefeated Laker girls against the.
Lowes girls, who are rated second in
the state. The two boys' teams were
to have played the nightcap.
Those two games have been reset
for tomorrow night, weather per-
mitting..
Murr4 High's 'home game with
-.Mayfield, which is ranked ninth in
the state in the latest, AP poll; has
0,CSIIP9stRokitlitOtiliatitiary -
111..
finance and revenue sharing, C.C.
Lowry and Steve Yarbrough; Public
Works, J. D. Outland streets). Ruby
Hale (water and sewer), Dave Willis
t sanitation and health), William R.
Furchis andr. C. Loiiiry ( natural gas);
Public Safety, Martha Sammons and
Dick George (fire), Billy Balentine, J.
Hardiman Nix and Steve , Yarbrough,
I police); Parks and Playgrounds, Dick
George and Billy 13alentine; (Jity
Planning, Howard Koenen; and Senior
Citizens, J. Ha rdiman Nix.
Railroad Depot
The city council Thursday evening
okayed a motion enabling Henley -4.o
enter in a contract with Louisville and
Nashville Railroad allowing the city to
buy the old railroad terminal just off
KY- 94 for $1. The contract calla for the
city' to agreed to have the building
moved within 180 days. Used by the
Community Theater, the depot will be
permanently located -- in Murray-
Calloway 'County Park. Funds have
been earmarked to Move the large
structure. Estimates cost to move it is
$6,000, city officials said.
City" councilmen oltalW" a mOtion
closing the city jail. Henley said 'let
under the new district court system
prisoners are labeled "state
prisoners." The Public Safety Com-
mittee is supposed to negotiate with
Calloway County Jailer Huel "Wimpy"
Jones for items like bars in the city jail.
Councilmen are expected to come to
the council session later this month
with names of possible replacements
for Rickman. A couple of councilmen
said the council should follow past
procedures and name the person who
received the next highest number of
votes in the primary or general election
but wasn't elected. John C. Neubauer, a
registered Republican, would receive
the nod under that procedure.
Henley told councilmen, "I will not
make a recommendation unless you
asked me to." Henley said he had a
suggested person in mind.
Councilmen also talked about a
possible solicitor's application from the
Unification Church. Some councilmen
criticized the church's fund raising
efforts. Called the "Moonies," church
followers have come under strong




For Parents Jan. 23
• Murray-Calloway County Com-
prehensive Care Center will sponsor a
class for 'parents beginning Monday
evening, Jan. 23, at 7 p.m.
The Systematic Training for
Effective Parenting (STEP) program
is design to help parents learn practical
and effective ways of relating to their
children and teenagers, said Russ
Brethatrer with the center.-
Some areas discussed include how to •
encourage cooperative behavior and
reduce unacceptable behavior, how to
build the self-confidence of both child
and parent, acting positively instead of
reacting negatively, replacing reward -
and - punishment with learning - from
consequences and many other alter-
native behavior patterns.
Leaders for the sessions will be Dr.
Robert C. Smith, a school-child
psychologist at the Mayfield Com-
prehensive Care Center, and Russell W.
Brethauer, Supervisor of the Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care
Center.
creating an ordinance incorporating --"o 
Classes will meet in I'm 3-6 of the
_
First United Methodist Church, Fifth
the standing committees for 1978-1979.
Councilmen agreed to meet as
cernMittees, however, every first and.
third Thursday. Herifty said the
specific committee meeting times will
"alleviate some of the problems we've
had between the council iind ad-
ministration."
Henley's suggestions. kir standihg
and Maple Streets. from 7 to 9 p.m.
each Monday evening for 9 weeks,
Total fees ,for all sessions is $20 per
faThily unit and will include couples,
one parent, or the single parent A
. nursery will be provided for children oft'.
all participants
Enrollment is limited, and Uwe
ishi f
d
ng in ormatron may contacilluati
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Miss Marilyn McKenzie.
Married To Douglas McCann
- The Murray Woman's Club
House was the scene of the
. December twenty-seventh
Wedding of Miss Marilyn
McKenzie, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Linn of
Murray, and Douglas B.
McCann, son of Mr. and Mrs:-
• Robert McCann of Kirksey:
Bro. Harald Arnett pee-
r ornied-The dnbleiiij
ceremony at six p.m., at the
wedding
, the stone fireplacentereci
with a brass arch holding
fifteen tapers and spiral
candelabra,on either side. The
tinnily': pews were marked
with blue satin bows.
Mrs. Oneida White, Pianist,
presented a program of
nuptial music. •
' Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
was radiant in her dress
fashioned of chantilly type
lace, featuring a fitted
adorned with pearls and
crystals below a standup
collar. The full sheer organza
sleeves were Capped and
• cuffed at the wrist with lace.
The billowing skirt of chantilly
type lace fell to a deep flounce
creating a chapel train. The
bridal gown was completed
with a mantilla floor length
veil of white illusion encircled
with matching lace.
She carried a bridal bouquet
of white miniature carnations,
and baby's breath with an
orchid in the center.
Miss Patricia McKenzie,
twin sister of the bride, was
the maid of honor. -Miss Carla
Ramsey and 'Mrs, Candace
Dowdy were the bridesmaids.
Each of the attendlints wore
a forcnal gown of blue knit,
with blue lace capes adorning
each dress. Each attendant
„carried a bouquet of. white
carnations and baby's breath
with blue ribbons. They also
wore headpieces of flowers to
match their bouquets.
Attending the groom as best
man was Phil McCallon.
Kenneth Cleaver and Steve
Steele served as the groom-
sman.
All men of the wedding
party were attired in blue
tuxedoes. They all wore
boutonnieres of white car-
nations.
Lighting the candles and




Mrs. Boyd Linn choose for
her daughter's- wedding a
If r. and Mrs. Douglas B. McCann'
formal gown of mint green
jersey. The grecian lines of
the bodice were dramatized
by jeweled trim with a
Standup collar. She wore a
corsage of white carnations.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Robert McCann, wore a
formal gown of blue jersey
featuring a white collar: White
carnations were used for her
corsage.
Mrs. Mary Starks and Mrs.
Brown Tucker, grandmother's
of the couple, were each




the bride's parents were hosts
for a reception held in the
downstairs floor of the club
house.
The table was covered with
a white satin cloth with
Your individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake  
white burning tapers with
multicolored flowers and
baby's breath.
Punch, nuts, mints, and
cake were served from silver
appointments by Mrs. Carolyn
Parker, Mrs. Patricia
Hosforcif Mrs. Glenda Oakley,
and Miss Joni Tidwell.
Miss Sheila McKenzie- at-
tended the register.
The couple left later for a
take all factors into account if
asked for favors - material or
otherwise. Curb emotions.
CANCER
22 to July 23)
Whether you have little or
much to do, your attitude and
approach to all matters will be
important -,from the start.
Stress your good judgment and
conservatism.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2
If you go out of your way to
make changes, they should be
both reasonable and purposeful,
or you will run into difficulties.
In general, stick with routine.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
It may take longer than usual
to put across a proposition or a
point, but you can still get much
acmnplished and make a rod
impression.
LIBRA
.(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Care needed in both budget-
ary and domestic matters. Also,
avoid restlessness and
changeability. A •day for
straight-line thinking and ac-
tion.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in,
An excellent day for both
business and personal interests.
Even if you have to make some
compromises, it will be
pffifitable in the long run.
short weddisevtrip„--They-ereye-,-SAGITTARIUS • ^_if_jgoi
residing In the .---_-cglege 1Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) kfr
Housing where both are Y(41 may be given some extra
students at Murray State responsibilities, but don't panic
University. Rather' 
regard
d-the situation asa compliment, superiors have
Rehearsal Dinner chosen YOU instead el others
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mc- because they KN1)W_ you_ cap
Cann, parents of the groom, handle them.
entertained the wedding party
with a delightful buffet dinner
at their home.
The tables were covered
with red table cloths trimmed
greenery and blue streamers.- -la lace. Candles and cen-
Centering the table was the
three tiered wedding cake iced
with bells in the colors of
white, blue, and pink and
topped with a miniature bride
and groom statuette. Adding
further elegance to the table
was a brass candelabrum with
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Calf me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.
VeK0711e17-501t,
Kathryn Outland-753-3079 Cathryn Garrott...753-7809
terpieces of white and, red
carnations with greenery and
holly enhanced the setting.





The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, Jan. 16, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house, ac-
cording to Wilma Beatty,
chairman, and Maxine Scott,
vice-chairman.
"Defense Against Crime In
The Home" will be the subject
of the program to be presented
by Trooper Richard Wright of
the Kentucky State Police.
Hostesses will be Helen
Beal, Billie Hall, and Anna
Mae Thurman.
Weekend Special!
Friday Saturdax & Sunday
Sizzlin' Sirloin!
A special-value meal, any time after 511Crp.m. Friday,
and all day Saturday and Sunday. Enjoy a sizzlin-hot
steak, your selection of potato, and a thick slice of
Stockade Toast.- ..7plus salad with your favorite
dressing, plus your drink. Sit cloy/rt.-With us this
weekend!
A tasty value, $31 9
for only
A





. THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE_
RIJN 3ATUKIJAY, JANUARY H, 1511
What kind • of day will also earve an eminent name for
tomorrow be? To find out what yoursed tit science, literature,
the stars say, read the forecast educatio71, statesmanship or the
given for four birth Sign. judiciary. Try to curb a ten-
ARIES 41:11° 
idency toward moodiness, which—
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) all too often results from too
Look over what is planned much introspection. Birthdate
and eliminaie what would deter of: Pierre Loll, French author;
you from doing things. fully, Dr. Albert Schweitzer, noted for
completely; what would crowd his medical and humanitarian






film stag_ . —Exhibitions in the Clara M.
Club will not meet this month. Calloway County will meet at
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Au).
TAURUS- *
Eagle Gallery of the Price 
the Calloway County Public
sistent and careful,. yott,,mlit,
in projects requiririg training Oaks (.4140 Women
and practice, if you are con. _ .
In all activities and especially   z..,, i n,,
Murray State University, are
 a three-dimensional by
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
James- mett arthiclubliouse at_y:t.'.
Murray Woman's Club will
Library , at seven. .p.m.
Theta Department of
gaianew advantages Jilt sp rian ror4auncheon,44. Miles-, Padliesin7±-. - kilitil ly slide Trooptiep.m.admonition: Curb a tendegiei 
p photography by Ronald Hill, Richard Wright win prone
Friday, January 13
• Spectal,iwz %IL& for
hypertension. (high blood
pressure) will be _A' ld between
'the hours„,'eV: a.m. and
4:30 p.n ,v1-iL the Calloway
County Health DePartments--Penny Homemakers
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. 
will meet .at the County Ex-,
tension Office at 1:30 p.m.
Monday, January 11
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church




toward undue jealousy. The women of the Oaks
Bardstown; graphic design-GEDUNI
(May June 2
n,c9a4- Country Club will have its
photography by Vickie 
the program.,
22 to 1,j
Your sympathetic nature 
ladies day luncheon on
Masden, Louisville. They will
could lead you astray now, so Wednesday, Jan. 18, at twelve be there until. Jan. 25. 
National Secretaries
noon at the club with Arm Ssociation meeting will be
Watson, phone 753-7791, as co- • held at the City Council Room
ctiiirman with Mary Beth 
Saturday, January 14
of Murray City Hall at sevenCaptain Wendell Oury
Imes. Members should caU..chapter a tfreivaughtere of_ p, m. Program will be "CPS.
by Tuesday. 
the AmP60e.1°' rteviilution will --owneictriaornel." and visitors areMrs. Watson for 
reservationsBridge will be played at 9:30 
meet at .ne home of Mrs. Dd
a. m. with Beauton Brandon
as the scheduled hostess.
Other luncheon hostesses
4-Vtq 
are Kay Outland, Janice,.
Baker, Doris Rose, Maurita
livcrs, Marilyn McCuiston,
Vicky Nance, Mildred Dunn,
Susanne Thompson, Linda
White, Anna Bell Russell,
Isabel Parks, Lorna Cathy,
Robbie LaMastus, Kathy
Lyons, Betty Ryan, Pasty
Neale, Cindy Cunn, Beryl
Whaley, and Oneida White.








seSunydli:Oute On:$:11 janila  Citizen.4 nii" rtcsmn 24
Mr. and s Par Reed
of Kirli 
7honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
reeduction Credit Association
Building, East, Broadway,
Mayfield. All relatives and
friends are invited to call
between the hours of two to
four p. m. • . '
gi,a4Vall-Mission_Oroto
Lunche,On At Taylor Home
The Etre 'Wall Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist




were the Rev. and Mrs. Jerell
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon. Preceding the
meal, Rev. White gave a '
devotion with Christmas as his
theme, followed by those
present relating memories of
Christmas in the past.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vo)
1a#4 A time of fellowshipCAPRICORN
follow -You may make a discovery -
ed the Jun___cheon. 
the both unexpected and profitabie. 'Others attend mg ac
Your clue lies in reading bet- tivities of the day were:
ween the uses, studying the Modelle Miller, Lois
"fine print" Sanderson, Pat Futrell, Lillie '
AQUARIUS 4A, Mae Boren, Willie Garland,
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19/
Give a little extra time to
matters which have been
neglected, and remain flexible
in your thinking; tut DON'T go
to extremes. Stress your
inherent good sense.
PISCES 
XC'r(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •
Be extremely careful to
discriminate between rumor
and fact, not to accept hearsay
as accurate information. Some
deceptive trends prevail.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly idealistic individual,
intellectually inclined, and
noted for your unswerving
dependability and practicality;
also for your humanitarianism.
Your physical dexterity nearly
matches your mercurial
mentality, and you could excel
at any skill or craft which
requires the use of your hands.
You would make an outstanding




will be-held -by the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Tuesday,
Jan. 17, at seven p.m. at the
club house, according to
Rebecca Dublin, chairman,
and Mary Beth Hays, vice-
chairman.
Each member is asked to
bring a guest and to note the
seven p. m. time.
Hostesses will be Edna
Knight, Irma La Follette,
Beay Lowry, Pat Miller,
Kathy Mowery, Annie Nance,
Edith Noffsinger, and Jill
O'Brien.
Laura Jennings, Opal Reeves,
Geneva Belcher, Lelia Boyd,
Mae Foster, Lorena Foster,
Th3rra Crawford, and Verna




The meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution scheduled for
Saturday, Jan. 14, at the home
of Mrs. Ed Diuguid has been
concelled due to the weather
conditions.
Mrs. John J. Livesay,





The skinless franks are a tasty
addition to an Italian favorite.
Mix together one-half cup
creamed cottage cheese or
ricotta cheese and one-fourth
teaspoon each pepper and
basilt-Sliteskinlessfranks and
fill with cheese mixture. Slip
franks into six cooked and
drained manicotti noodles.
Place in greased baking dish,
cover with one cup spaghetti
sauce and bake in preheated
350 deg. oven for -25 minutes.
Sprinkle with four ounces
shredded Mozzarella cheese
and continue baking until
cheese is melted.
4,11.- 'Ne" • "IX:1J 7411114192a2Mr"1"4111111111.11*Milip•-4 ,...,.P.'NOM
of the Special Education
Building. Murray State
University, at 7:30 p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
seven p. in. For informalon
call the Needline.
Exhibitions in drawing and
painting by Gerald Ferstrnan,
faculty member at the
University of Kentucky, and
illustrations by Tom Allen,
chairman of the Department
of Visual Communications at
Syracuse • UniversitY playing tricks on the,
Syracuse, N. Y., will open at pocketbook: (Coat by
the Clara M. Eagle Gallerli cif Russel- - Taylor lined in






SVE ENERGY $$$$ -
Thete are literally 'hundreds
of ideas to cut down your home
heating and cooling bills
available free at your county
Extension agents' office. Just
ask for the UK AG report on
home energy conservation.
The tree publication,
developed by the UK College
of Agriculture, contains many
energy-conserving tips that
can save you money.
WEATHER E-- ee
warm on Stormy tray in'
this all-weather poplin
coat. Lined in a far-like
fabric with the luxury look
and feel of the real thing, it




copy of The Mertes Ledger
Times by 1:30 p.m. likarbiy•
Friday at by 3:31p. se Sew-
flays ere wiped to ad 713-1916
bets."'" 5:30 p. is. mod 6 p.a.,
Reetaffy-Frlday, or 3:30 p-A0
md 4 p. st. Saturdays, t• Mere
delivery et He 'merger. We
Ems be Orel by 6 p.m. reek.
days or 4 p.n. Setwir Is
geereree delivery.
) Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, Kr42071
PARKER FORD, Inc.[
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW-OR USED CAR
TUT US ENTERTAIN YOU
If You're Game Were Open
C VARA I Rim Thur. 4417:25,9,zo + 2:30 Sun.
Charging.. Roaring...
Breathing Fire and Hell...






Next: Disions "Pete: Drogue (G)
keta Show Tonite & Sat. 11:40 Capri
Adak Entertainmentoli Or Over Only
Thru 1/24th
4th Week!
7:15,9:20 2 30 Sun
-Next-
-Telefon"




GENE SHAILIT NBC IV
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- PAM 3 1111 IMAIRAT, 13., tiDGER& TIM, ifVey; kayo 13, mi
-Let's Stay Well Ely E.J.L Blasineame. M.D
Mr. D. B. tr-ri4i that '.7nagliarlit Shia._ ei -c-a6es leeti°"-kt"°thellimetelia- .1'..ske would like W_kothv haw such an acute  upper resat- „is attacking_ the mucous
•••-•-÷to tell the difference oe. AppnrPnt :±alter .they
iftween a cold and a case of • -0, the mix of the viruses have been 
mni ga
-iiy the
7f flu and how to treat these may vary from one colci to viruses. A complication oflinem5, ......:7......--asomer. Therefore_; ffq. this sort may result in an- .., . . ,
• A: You have asked very vaccines have proved ef- -1h-reeled sinus, an inflam-
_ practical questions. fective in preventing the mation of the middle ear,
- A cold is also known as recurrence of a cold. Im- or inflamed tonsils. Such
- - an acute upper respiratory munity following a bout of complications merit the at-
,' infection because it is such a viral infection is tention of a physician to
-:. more limited. The mucous brief and transitory. . determine the trouble. An: . Treatment  curréntl antibiotic or other medica-
-:'!end Ahroat-are-congested--eensists-ref a -dose-Of -time- -Wins may be needed.
Vp-Tevent catc .ni a co .
.impaired because of the lieve aching and nasal Influenza is more of a 
•. through the nose may be fluids and medicine to re-,-
swelling. It may result in congestion. The latter is generalized disease with general taxes, is the only way to gi‘e all children an equal
sneezing, other local ita- helped by antihistamines, little evidence of nasal dis- chance to learn. It is considered a "community service."
tion, and a clear watery_ but they may produce
. irr •
charge and other signs of the same as parks, highways, libraries, and the police and
•• discharge. Headache is drowsiness and can impair upper respiratory ibfec-
fire departments.
common, and a low-grade the ability to remain alert, iinn. Aching may be all 
Such services are possible only If everyone pays for
feVer of 100 degrees. F or such -as-- while driving a over the body, and fever is them. We would be in a fine fix if, for example, our fire
Jes may be preaccablring car. often above 100 degrees F. 
departments were financed only by these ,whq ..“used": s _
the acute, early phase. OCcisieriallY, iiiCtini of APPetite" ifuly be abient, °tern' • '
DEAR ABBY: Why should people who do not use the
_ _public schools have to pay taxes for them?_Wtare taxed to
ath..
.1 don't mind paying taxes-for things I get some benefit
from, but we haven't had any children in the public schools
for 12 years, so why should we have to pay to get other
PeaPle's -children educated?- • - -.e.- -
41-414.116r-Boree444ftv.4.1.1tXMADA&Abililif,. 1,13Afftt
DEAR TAXED: Free public education, paid for out of
The patient may feet
chilly, which accounts for
the Condition being called a
cold.
Aniitira .-ot•--4  La
- a- eoki may begin to get
better - and later become
feverish and worse. Such a





Fri. & Sat. Nits
Y Gese-Setilet
Mon-Thurs 5 am-5pm
Fri.-Sat. 5 am -9.:40pm
Sundays 8 am-3pm
anu wea ness
are often pronounced. Se-
vere cases may be *MOM-.
panied by a chill. Pneumo-
nia and -a- fast pulse may
tsc1ally •hi
persons and in those with a
chronic illness.
Preventing the -flu or
lessening its severity may




scribed, as well as medi-
cine for symptomatic re-
lief for aching and fever,
rest, and fltdcLi., 
While a cold may be
regandgd  _as 5elf-limiting,
the flu often requires pro-
fessional attention.
Since both these virus-
diseases are Jiighly_ conta-
gious,St- would be helpful. if
each of us remained rela-
tively isolated and away
from work oeschool during
 The acute sges-of these
Ft would take millions of tins/
bacteria to cover the head of
a pin.
DEAR ABBY.: Do you-think a trtivetrig salesman should
dance while he's on the road?
It's not the actual dancing I object to. but I think it could
lead to more serious things. I became aw re of this when
_ my husbaivisiacted 
bril 
home lipecielLon
the coder:- Slidrndefs ardifitin the !I'M-V.
Lipstick seems to get on the shirts only when he dances
away from home. Never when he's in a group with his wife.
I would appreciate your opinion.
-DANCER'S WIFE
DEAlt WIFE: Not sially -traveling salesmen feel•like
dancing on the road, but if yours does, he'd better cut it out
before he gets all tripped up.
DEAR ABBY: My brothers and s2oters and I' are
married. Our mother, who has been widow for years, is
hard of hearing, so we all chipped in and bought her a
liaaring„kid. She, hears fhie whet!" she uses it, -but she's
either tooprOud or too contrary to wear it. She doeen't want
people to know.
After visiting her we come away exhausted. Our throats
are sore from hollering, and our nerves are on edge, so
consequently we don't visit, her as often as we should. She
butts into conversations, and gives answers to entirely
different questions from - the-ones asked. It's just awful,
Abby. What should we. do? •
• HER OLDEST SON•
DEAR SON: What YOU suffer is mild compared to what
your hard-of-hearing mother must be s'uffering. Don't
assume that she's "too proud" or "contary" to wear her
hearing aid. Perhaps it's not in good working order.
keauld be uncomfortable or- toe entspietious-for her - —
tastes. Investigate the newest in hearing aids, and be sure
your mothorkes the best. It waiPe-a-iip a wonderful new
world for fir. And for pop, too.
SMITH GENERATIONS - Claud Smith who now resides at Fern Terrace Lodge is
- shown with his son, Clay Smith, second left, of Benton Route Three at IGrksey; his
grandson, standing next, William Claude (Bill) Smith of Clearwater, Fla.; his great grand-
daughter, Mrs. Billie jean Burns of Clearwater, Fla.; and in front, his great great gran-.
dson, David Burns of Clearwater, Fla.
•




CONFIDENTIAL TO al-LOVES JESUS-HATES
JEWS" t Parboils Yalrealr that the Jesus you love
was born a Jew, lived his life ata a Jaw and died a Jew. (He
never was aware that he had founded a new religior0
Fur thermore, all of the 12,Npperft_is las well as St. Paul and
the first Pro-PiT were-Kire.
Terry Workman is shown in the photo above with his load of dark fired tobacco
received at the New Enterprise Floor. The load weighed in at almost 25,000 poun-




FINAL BURLEY SALE WILL BE MON. JAN. 16th
TOM LEWIS






















'Ns Sepia? 11111 Immo Mll
BAGS- BELTS- MOTORS- FANS- NOSES- BAGS- BELTS- MOTORS- FANS- HOSE I
25,000 L
DARK FIRED TOBACCO




Lawrence Goatley. (second from right,) manager of The Kennedy Loose I Pal
•
Floor, is ready to receive dark fired tobacco. Others shown, -left to right, are ,
Raymond Jetton, C.R. Morganti, Goalley, and Oscar Anderson.
-









JESSE, STUART. at 76, -wikt
• once wrote that "hard knuckles
of-the 'w4&id -knoc kotr :rnytoor.
-erock strikes z: Another.
 4aviDg.a.
new beginning in this New
Year.
Kentucky's poet laureate
since 1954. Stuart is now at
home again in his beloved W-
' Hollow, in. Greenup County,
after suffering his seventh
heart attack. He had td`spend
Christmas in Kings' Daughter's
• _Hospital in Ashland, but
arrived home to celebrate the
Year: -
tribute to  this gia
gentle hulk of a man that he has
endured so much pain during
his three score and 10 years and
has had the strength and the
courage to writt, about it.
------Sttrart---will--have-ter-stay at
home, away from autographing
books and seeing visitors, for at
least two weeks, his doctors
say. -But then again, the man,)
-from the hill& will be hard put-to
keep at home.
In his "Song for the New
Year," he writes:
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINV, 114 E. Dayton St., West
,Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
' receive aprompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me how
much money I can earn this year
without affecting my social security
benefit and causing me to pay money
back to social security? S.T. --
A. ;he allowed amount of earned
income for a social security recipient
has been increased to $3240 for 1978.
This is increased from $3000 in 1977.
For people who are on social security
or for those who are going to be drawing
- theirs shortly. Headline has written a
especially for them. Heartline's
-Guide to Social Security has been
developed to help all people understand
what benefits they might be eligible to
receive. This book covers regular
retirement, disability, wife's benefits,
widow's benefits, allowed earnings and
many more important facts on social
security. This book also goes into detail.
on some of the problem areas of Social
Security. You may obtain this book by
sending $2.00 to Heartline's guide to
Social . Security, P.O. Box 11934,
Chicago, Illinois 60611. This book is
-completely 'guaranteed and if you are
not satisfied your money will be
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTIJNE: My neighbor recently
joined a group called the National
Association of Older Americans. Do you
have any information on them? N.K.
A. The National Association of Older
Americans (NADA) is a . new
organization for older Americans. This
group is just ending its first year of
existence. The purpose of NAGA is to
help older generations as many ways as
possible.
The NAOA organization offers one of
the most informative and entertaining
newsletters available to senior citizens.
Subjects range from consumer
protection ideas to coverage of all
governmental retirement programs.
They have -the staff to answer your
questions and aid you with problems
that may arise. In addition to this, there
is also a prescription drug program
-that offers substantial savings and
starting this month they will offer a
very competitive Medicare supplement
health insurance policy.
For a free brochure explaining
NADA, write to Heartline-NAOA, 114 E.
Dayton. St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope.
-----.HEARTLINE: I have heard that the
Federal Trade Conunisslon has set up a
new regulation regarding warranties
on products: Do you know anything
about tbis? M.C.
A. The new Federal Trade . Com-
'm ission regulations, developed in
" accordance, with the rnagnuson-Moss
Warranty Act of 1975, became effective
-January . 1, 1977. These regulations
'  
o not to gtv •
warranty on a Product. .
Song
I stop my work with papers
on the floor ---
And put away- the-Wks that
EAYg,..trIlitgked
Me on this evening 1foreile
fire.
Time at my heels has never
brought me fears. -
Someday, Time will catch
me,.
Since mortal flesh cannot,
outlast the years.
Time cannot make me
tremble like the leaf
" When I look at the empty
Midnight is lonely, alrici is
—fillédlithere.-- —
Out there tonight are ghosts
of yesteryear.
High in the midnight sky the
bright stars glisten"
While I begin my New year
with a song.
A melody to make the people
listen!
It wqrbe positiq — It will be
strong__ •
That pretty much sums up
the Man from W-Hollow him--
"serf. with the truckers who,tied the nation ih---rarr7 a major"
,
vr•



















When a written warranty is provided
on consumer products costing- more
than ;15, it must be available for you to
look at before you buy. The warranty
must t;,e easy to read and understand;
no fine print or complicated legal terms
are allowed. Also, every term and
conditinn,of 'the :warranty must be set
out in writing. Promises by a sales
clerk won't count when it's time for
warranty service.
There are two kinds of written
warranties - full and limited. A
product can have more than one written
warranty. For example, it can have a
full warranty on part of the product and
-a limited warranty on the rest.
The label "full" on a warranty means
that:
- A defective product will be fixed
( or replaced) free, including removal
and reinstallation if necessary.
- It will be fixed within a reasonable
time after you complain.
- You will not have to do anything
unreasonable to get Warranty service
( such as ship a piano to the factory).
- The warranty is good for anyone
who owns the product during the
warranty period.
- If the product can't be fixed ( or
hasn't been after a reasonalbe number
of tries), you get your choice of a
replacement or refund.
There is one important thing the word
"full" doesn't promise. A "full"
warranty ..does not have to cover the
-whole product. If may cover only part
of the product, such as the picture tube
of a T.V.; it may leave out some Parte,
such as tires on a car.
A warranty is "limited" if it gives
you anything less than what a full
warranty - gives. "Limited" on a
warranty should tell you to read it with
extra care - something is missing. For
example, a "limited warranty may:
- Cover only parts, no labor.
- Allow only a pro-rata refund or
credit, This means you get a smaller
refund or credit the longer you have
had the product.
- Require you to return a heavy
product to the store for service.
Cover only the first purchaser.
- Include a charge for handling.
Don't let the terms warranty and
guarantee confuse you. Where a
product warranty is Concerned, they
mean the same thing - a promise by a
manufacturer or a seller to stand
behind a product. Remember, however,.
that what a warranty promises can'
vary greatly. Compare product
warranties before you buy.
The Federal Trade Commission
, enforces the Warrant Act. Free copies
of the law and a pamphlet are available
from: Federal Trade commission,




WASHiNGTONe-- The farm striks, forced widespread layoffs of industrial--which so far has failed to 431aP the- --worker§ and created shortages of food-nation's attention, will soon be and other commodities. Independentregenerated by a muscular alliance truckers are owner-operators who
But this shall be the covenant that
I will make with the house of Israel;
'after those days, faith the lord, I
will put my law in their inward parts,
and write it in their hearts; and will
. be their 4;q61, and they shalt be my
_people. Jeremiah 31:33
-....7.1aiktentrlf0r2M,
tives from 'tttr's Spir1t7 dtiteirogniring - f""
cpd.is calling Os to oneness in Him
•
a knot exactly four years ago. produce.A massive farm-and-trucker rally is Plans for the -Jan. 19 "tractor-and-planned to coinside in Washington with truck-in" are impressive, with every--President Carter's State Of the Union= sign that what is protnised wikactuallyaddress Jan. 19. It is aimed at forcing occur. The promise is to lineCongress to confront both farmer- Washington's street* with hundreds ofdemands for higher prices and in-
dependent trucker demands for more
favorable long-haul rates.
What makes this demonstration, still
in the planning stage and not publicly
announced, something different for the
embattled farmers is the new alliance
they have quietly formed with the in-
dependent truckers.
These are the same truckers who,.
under the organizing genius of Mike
Parkhurst, publisher of "Overdrive"
(the Bible of the independents), con-




tractors and heavy truck rigs and
thousands of farmers. Violence of any
kind is out, but inconvenience is not. On
Jan. 20, inconvenience will escalate
with plans to close at least one of the
main bridges between Virginia and the
District of Colambia.
So far, the farmers' strike has had
little success in pressuring the Carter
administration to live up to campaign
promises for higher farm prices. But
the surprise alliance between farmers
and truckers might find a political base
in Congress.
11, 11.t.t
liasett - preirigrr-r! •,trunTtlee on
" • • s
Self Discipline
For God's Glory
. Daniel 1:3-5, 8-17 - ,
Nebuchadnezzar captured Jerusalem
and took many of the Hebrews to
Babylon as captives. This city, located
five hundred miles from Jerusalem,
had grown rich and strong at the elk._
pense of those whom it had captured.
The Requisition-Daniel 1:3-5
Nebuchadnezzar issued an order to
the effect that a number of outstanding
teenagers, or young men should be
selected from the ranks of the Hebrew
captives , to take the honored place of
student.? at the Royal College. A three-
year course was to be offered tO them,
during which the language of the
Chaledeans was to be learned. The
Chaldeans were the politicians,
philosophers, theologians, and teachers
of the nation. What an opportunity for
these young men in whom the king saw
such bright prospects! He desired the
services of only the very best in his
court. One thing which he required of
them was that for the training period of
three years they were to eat what the
king provided from his own supplies.
We may assume that their diet was
prepared in the royal kitchen in keeping
with the religious practices of the
Babylonians and dedicated to the gods
of the court.
The Request-Daniel 1:8-14
Among these remarkable young men
who had been selected for this special
training was Daniel. At the beginning of
that experience Daniel purposed in his
heart that nothing would hinder him
from glorifying God in his life. , He
preferred death to permitting his
testimony for God to be marred by
anything questionable or sinful. Daniel
recognized life as a gift from God, but
he knew that the character of a life is
determined by its possessor. Controlled
by a high, noble, and holy purpose.
namely, that he would not defile
himself," this brave, courageous, and
heroic young man resolved that he
would not turn aside from itnpicit
obedience to God, regardless of what
the consequences might be. He was
_ determined not to allow any fleshly
Indulgence to cut the nerve of his
spiritual endeavor. <.
Resolving that he was gorng to keep
his body clean and free from anything
that might obsctuwttis thinking, Daniel
deCided that herwobanitikit 'any (the
kiniz s medf. There were-three reasons
for that refusal: first, because the
Babylonians ate unclean beasts, which
were forbidden in the case of the Jews;
second, because they ate beasts which -
had been strangled instead of being
„bled properly; and third, because the .
animals which were being eaten were
first offered as sacrifices to heathen
gods. Daniel resolved that he would
keep himself free from the taint of
idolatry.
Daniel approached the official who
was personally responsible for him and
his friends and earnestly requested that
for a period of ten days they be allowed
to have a diet of vegetables and water,
and then at the end of that experiment
they be compared with those who
followed the king's diet. •
The Result-Daniel 1:15-17
Concluding that little or no risk would
be involved in granting the reasonable
request which Daniel had very tactfully
made, the official acceded to his wish
and responded affirmatively. God
wonderfully blessed Daniel and his
companions during those ten days, at
the end of which they exhibited a
noticeably better physical appearance.
When the official saw that they looked
healthier and better nourished than
those who had continued to eat meat
and drink wine, he immediately
granted them permission, to continue
the use of their restricted diet. Thus
God honors those who honor Him. He
blesses those who exercise self-
discipline and faithfully obey Him.
One's character is strong or weak and
his influence is wholesome or injurious
in proportion to his self-discipline and
his obedience to God. Indecision means
ineffectiveness, but resoluteness,
devotion to principle, and loyalty to God
and to duty result in effectiveness. For
all who need lessons in courage and
fortitude in the performance of their
duties to God and to their fellowmen,
and most of us do, the scriptural record
of God-fearing and God-loving Daniel
can be studied with great pleasure and
tremendous profit. Following his noble
example will enable us to live vic-
toriously for our God also. His exem-
plary life is an inspiration and
challenge to eachsof us to be faithful to
(iod and tohve for ails glory until lie




Separatety, the truckers e been
unable to win -the rate-making and
route-making changes they want from
the Interstate Commerce Commission
(ICC); separately, the farmers are
nowhere close to achieving the prices
pledged by Jimmy Carter and Fritz
Mondale 'during the campaign. Now
they wintry together.
HART FOR PRESIDENT?
Although the White House is
primarily worried by a 1980 bid for the
Democratic presidential nomination
from Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. of
California, plans are also being made
quitely by one of Brown's old
classmates at yale law school:4am
Gary Hart of Colorado. --
Hart, the original manager of Sen.
George - Mcgovern's 1972 presidential
campaign, has quietly gone so far as to
sound out former McGovern colleagues
about helping him in a 1980 push. His
plan: enter the fray fresh after
President Carter and Brown have
exhausted and damaged themselves in
the early primaries.
But Hart knows he is a long shot and
Islay no means sure he will fin. He tells
friends there is one thing that might
push him into the race: abandonment
by Mr. Carter of efforts to get a now
SALT (strategic arms limitation talks)
agreement. Hart says the Carter arms
control policy, under attack by centrist
Democrats as well as Republicans, is
the one initiative by the President he
really likes.
JORDAN'S JOURNEY
The unscheduled flying trip to mee#
President Carter in Saudi Arabia by top
aide Hamilton Jordan reflected not only
Jordan's boredom with holding forth in
the White House when the Oval Office is
empty but also the way his role has
changed over the last year.
Jordan decided to join the
presidential globetrotting when a side
trip to Egypt to meet President Anwar
Serial was added to the Carter
itinerary. Jordan wanted to be around
for political advice about the Carter-
Sadat meeting.
That reflects how much Carter
campaign manager Jordan's foreign
policy role has expanded: first Jordan's
management of the Panama Canal
treaty ratification, now his political
direction over Mideast policies. Such a
role would never have been tolerated at
the White House by Henry Kissinger.
Kissinger's NSC successor, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, seems to have accepted it.
Isn't-It-The Truth
We have only to observe the body
contours of people who seem to be
enamored of success, to note that some
of them acquired the spiritual round
shoulders that develop so quickly from
all the patting themselves on, the back.
IsAiiiray Ledger & Times
Publisher . Walter L. Apperson
Editor  11 Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July ft-Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St.,
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Pcstage Paicl at
Murray, Ky 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RAT • In areas served by •
carriers. $2.50 per month, payable ir advance.
By mail in Calloway Courtly and to Benton, tier-.
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tri , $1710 per
year By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Asaosiabon and4Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
'republish local news originated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
• TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office 753-191,




- CI_Years Ago,' .. ,;, ---Old Man Winter continued his grip on r
a oway oun y an a wi.e area y
slugging the Area"), numbed County
with a six inch snow last night- •
Deaths reported include 'Obie .L.
-Jones, Herman Lamkin, and Mrs. Ada
_ Chappell.
First Lt. Jerry E. Hendon, son of Mr.
and Mrs: Edward L. Hendon, has been
- named commander of Headquarters
and Headquarters Company at Fort
Henning, Ga.
Roger Dale Cooper, son of Mr. and
- Mrs. 011ie Lee Cooper, and Edwin F.
Sholar, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer F.
Sholar, have enlisted in the U.S. Army.
Hewlett Cooper of the Calloway
cottail *WO DtitaCtille4 Woke on
"Alcoholism and Narcotics" at the
meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club. He
also presented the club with an
American flag on behalf of the Hazel
Woodmen of the World Unit.
'20 Years Ago
Fire destroyed the farm home of Mr. -
and Mrs. Alfred Dunifan-Onthe morning
of Jan. 8.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Susan
McCord, age 82.
"Problem; of Commuele)ifien of the
Gospel" were discussed by the Rev.
_at the meeting of the
Murray Ministerial Association held
Jan. 8 at the Goshen Methodist Church.
A professional wrestling card,
sponsored by the Almo Parent-Teacher
Association, will be held tomorrow
night at Alma High School. - ea**
In high school basketball 'games
Almo beat Kirksey and Lowes beat
Lynn Grove. High scorers were Overby
with 21 for Almo, Edwards with 18 for
Kirlcsey, Cetutney with 29 for Lowes,




John Dayton Tinsley, age 22, Navy
veteran, died from injuries sustained in
a motorcycle accident which occurred'---.--
on Jan. 11. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.`
C. 1,-Thisley of Lynn Grove.
Other deaths reported include Ai-F-
(Pack) Motrundro. • ---
Total assets of the Bank of Murray -
listed in the report of condition as of
Dec. 31, 1947, are $6,389,320.18 as
published in the Ledger & Times.
Miss Allison Nelson, Australian
will present a concert at the
Murray State College auditorium on
Feb. 12. Sponsors of the concert are
Murray State and the Murray WOrlfdiellf
Club.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Moss Rose" starring Peggy Cum-




By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 13th, the 13th
day of 1978. There are 352 days left in
the year.  ,
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1733, some 130 English
colonists arrived at Charleston, S.C. to
settle in what is now the state of
Georgia.
On this date:
In 1419,- the English captured the
French city of Rouen.
In 1813, in the War of 1812, the British
blockaded Chesapeake and Delaware
Bays.
In 1848, Canada's Vancouver Island
was acquired by the Hudson's Bay
Company.
In 1864, the American composer,
Stephen Foster, died penniless in New
York's Bellevue Hospital.
In 1915, an earthquake in central Italy
killed 30,000 people.
--1ii1063, the Soviet government ac-
cused nine doctors of plotting to kill
Kremlin leaders. It later was said the
charges were false.
Ten years ago: An intensive in-
vestigation began in Guatemala after
the mysterious slaying of a suspected
leftist who had been Miss Guatemala of
1950, Rogelia Cruz Martinez.
Five years ago: Henry Kissinger left
Paris to report to President Richard
Nixon after six days of what Kissinger4
described as useful peace talks with
North Vietnamese representatives.
One year ago: The Panamanian
leader, Omar Torrijos, said he was
optimistic there would be a Panama
Canal treaty with the U.S. that would




Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for v'erification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on nines- of general_
interest.
Editors reserve the right to,
condense or reject ahy letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
, Murray 1.4edger 1k.„'


















• PLANTATION BREAKFAST...1/4 lb.
slice of real 1(7. Co. ham, 2 eggs
and hot biscuits with redeye
gravy. . -
4441-2ast$2.50 
*COUNTRY NAM SANDWICH-v. lb.
of Ky. Co. ham with fries.
Reg. $2.15 JUST $1.95
COUNTRY NAN DINNER...Center
cut slice of the finest Ky. Co.
ham...served with crisp salad,
your choice of potato and corn-
bread with white beans.
Reg. p.75 JUST $2.99




Let Us Know...We'll Fix It To Go...753-
0910
Bishop Earl G. Hunt, Jr.,
 will.be the featured speaker at
the special Rally of the Paris
triet of the Memphis
Conference of the United
Methodist Church to be held at
the First United Methodist
Church, Murray, on Monday,
Jan. 16, at 7:30 p.m.








General Flee  
Prices of stocks of local interest st
noon Liday furnished to the Ledger




American Motors   3% unc
Mind 00  30 44
A.T. & T.  *
Perdiletor Co .11 Kt
Ga. Dynamks 
--General Motors C 
It favors returning a greater portion the Senate today. They related to legislative branches want the same'
General Tire  WI 1-411 
ASTJRON
CIRCA 1643 .. of coal severance tax 
revenues to coal- educational statutes and have been thing regarding personal service
2 'Vole 
- Mkt  
_18% JA NEW YORK (61)) = ,Joaeph producing coun
ties, basati-.ADLAita__- - _termed minor housecleaning measures. contracts: to restore public confidence.
The House passed its first bill of the The revenue panel is trying to resolve
— --Pennwalt - 
W +46 ' Jenks .a 14rnn  Mass - crafts- amount they produce.
Capital Fund Campaign tor . .
the conference with the -lke ' _
-- .-
for the raising of over five -
million dollars with a base
purpose being to make plans R
epublicans --Are In
goal of four million doLlars.
Two million dollars of this will FRANKFORT , Ky. I AP) - theirebroad grants of mineral rights to
go to _ Lambuth College, Republicans .in 'Kentucky's General
Jackson, Tn., and other funds Assembly today unveiled a platform of 
coal companies 7 a recurring issue in
will go to enter the conference proposals they will pursue in the 
the legislature.
in a new pension plan tor , current session. 
Overstreet said his proposal will be
would allow legislators to receive
pattered after one already approved in
retired United Methodist ,- House Minority_ Leader Harold - Tennessee, which requires that a deed 
paychecks biweekly during the session •
ministers, a. 4thurceMarcus, R-Stafferdi- conducted li-- - - ' and monthly during the interim. They
spokesman said. -- --. - news conference as spokesman for 
not only convey mineral rights but now are paid monthly.
specifically allow surface mining &-
Other speakers for the Dr. House and Senate GOP members. Most lawmakers receive about
John W. Richardson, retired Twenty-two of the 100 House members " ' 
strip-mining is to be conducted. $21,000 over their two yeat terms.
president ,ii_liternpnis stilts, _iiiad, 4464 ....91 tko 4.1seatAmArt_ Included in the Republcan platform is
University- * 'and general Republieans. —VI- ill'illitirr"--"The 4.6°st barlite9-:':hambituWielinglirs over---7114imte"-'411"roposals to liberalizehuman rights is the right to life."
chairman of the campaign; A major item in the minority party's .  governing a bill's trek through
Max Hurt of Kirksey, member platform is a call for greater influence • 
Rep. ,Louis thaDetFalafise, R
ers 
t-Fortseatedit . 
. rulescommittee. The House Democratic
beard; the Rev. David T. . iiewwwwwwwwwwieramet 
.._ said
- changes but floor votes on permanent
of the conference pension by legislators on state spending. abortion-related bills in the legliliture,- caucus 
agreed to two minor rule
. but that the Republican caecus is not__
Scoates, resident directOr Or-- • rules are not expected to come up ingoing on record as endorsing a . .
the campaign; Dr. Ed Crump/ ' proposed U.S. constitutional amend- 
either chamber until early next week.
district _superintendent Of the frankfort. - Carroll Thursday -assure 'labor. . :ment to ban abertions. •
Memphis Conference; and the leaders that he will continue to be
,-, 
roundup__Rev. Dr. James Fisher,
The Senate, meantime, passed a bill
to change legislators' pay schedule.
The measure, sponsored by President






Anent District's board of _
directors is slated to meet
Monday, Jan. 16 at 7 p.m.
The session is expected at
-Parchase left-Development'
District's Mayfield
headquarters on U. S. 45N.




Sunday bus service will be
available to Murray State
University students on Sun-
day, Jan. 15, and Sunday, Jan.
22.
Students will be picked up at
residence halls and taken to
Memorial Baptist Church and
to the town square. A return
bus will will leave the town
square at twelve noon.
A bus will pick up students
at residence halls between
9:10 and 9:28 a.m. 9:20 a.m.
for Sunday School. Another
bus will operate from 10:10 to
10:20 a.m. for church.
Schedules art available in the
residence halls. '
This service is made
available to students bY
Murray State University in
cooperation with Memorial
Baptist Church, First United -
Methodist Church, First
Christian Church and First
Baptist Church.
A wen-planned advertising program gets results!
Our creative ad staff will join forces to turn your
selling message into innovative ads that get re-
sults. Call, and let's discuss your best strategy,
DeMarcus had said earlier that the
• 
receptive to labor-oriented legislation.
— OTatform, worked out by-ri conunittee,
minister of the host church. . The governor told a meeting of the
Each church in the district iniamiimmimiummumman; 
wauld, United Auto Workers union leadership
contain "no surprises.
'I imagine the governorsossiblyielr
will receive ttieir fair share of have some of the same"0"oposithirbitt: that 
"labor interests will be satisfied
the money raised in the 
Rep. Willard Allen, &Morgantown,
said General Assembly review ,01-the said. -- - when the session is over."
campaign, according to state budget is "imperative if we aiw to Brief sessions were expected today in In other action Thursday:
conference officials, and each be the people's representatives." (
churdi is expected to have 
the House and Senate, and no corn- --Finance Secretary Russell
The GOP platform also calls for . mittee meetings were scheduled.' McClure assured the House
members at the meeting cm Appropriations and OM-
_Monday night. 
abolition of the state inheritance tax
and the sines tax on utilityailis. • ''----Several bills were posted for a v
ote in 
en ue





skitandinventive genius," was The Republicans say teachers 
should
-an trot rt, cast from a clay be able to retire after 30 years, of ser-
-mold,- with about a,one-quart
cipacity. 
,-i _
Today, the metalworking in-
dustry Jenks A oneered em-
ploys 8 militO04304,1 ccOrift_
ing to the publication: '
man, produced in 16-4-13 thiliar tin education, the Republicans call session Thursday: 
a measure relating differences between a bill that provides
Costing-glade. in- America --and 'for ratsing- teachers' salaries to what , to 
"lemon" automobiles and the state for legislative review of sucltpects and
in so doing pioneered what to- teachers are paid in surrounding states motor vehicle usage tax. _ an administration counter-proposal.
day has - become Amerilacs 
.
The platfo does not Mention the House Bill V would increase fro
m 141=-*
$500-billionre; armtaetAmalwoerainglean mina: question of collective 
bargainingsumer could get a refund of the usage 
 for
rm
to 60 days the period in which a con- Senate 
joint hearing by the House and
cities committees produced
ehinist -magazine. 
teacher5. Rep. Charles Holbrook, R- variedIlews on proposed public em-
Jenks' casting, which eitab- Ashland, 
said the Republican caucus ployee pension-reform legielation. Thetax on a car that the dealer replaces
because of a defect. The proposed law_
listrect him ara'"flrall eftuld noof-nweetr- t- agre on the gtlie. 
combined panels heard from
also would apply in cases in which the__ representatives of city employees and
purchase price of the car was refunded. - employers. Rep. Bob Benson, 13-
vice. 
An attempt was made to 
Teecher/4 may -Dow retire after Thexote on the measure was 92- 
amend The 
. Louisville, who heads the house panel,
- . - A,- :--- - Itage 55. --- said the committee will spend several
Rep. Ray Overstreet, R-Liberty, said bill by changing the 60-day p
eriod to 30 weeks attempting to resolve dif-
be_will_introduce legislation next week days. The amendment was defeated 44- ferences nitapetific provisins.




















[goal Opportunity Employe' 9-9 -Mon.-Sat.
limit lights Riser," 1-6 Sundays
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,Rozelle Angered Over
Controversial Program  
•
• By _BRUCE Lown"r country when the dome wasn't
AP Sports Writer quite finished. Old -7%datie
NEW ORLEANS . (AP) — Stadium was used and more
The weather couldn't be than 80,000 fins shivered
better, but then it always is through a 'wintry day. The
inside the Superdqme. The game-day temperature this
teams couldn't be healthier, so time figures to be in the mid-
--coaches - say. And the 40s.
'----Contliiiversies,,.eouldn't be But, never
more diverse two day k bero-ri mospherically perfect when
--uper Bowl U - .--the Dallas Lanzhou.. and
• National Football League -Denver .Brancos play a real
call tlew-kirinaaaiinaminiorkkiestaalethenalEillkent.
ortheir."Warm4veather belt" riiiiiore thud 74,000.reil1 fans,
cities, like Miami and Los An- helping to wipe from NFL
geles, where bright sun- mkt Commissioner Pete 'Rozelles
clear skies make _Or, voci. longue the, bad taste of a
tFiiiing_ and playing con- movie whichnnty last Monday
"ditinns. irrJanuary — - rdght-- deseeisited everything
• It's a good. thing somebody's the league holds sacred.
got. a thermostat to play "Superdome," a made-for-
• around with In this 'goofed TV movie about sex, mayhem
' liallyard, otherwise it might, and the attempted rigging of a
be like the last Super- Bowl- fictional cliathiiiciiistIlS' game,




SEETHE BEST IN USED TRUCKS
SEE PARKER FORD -




Mei** 1150 iopereah Reeler OLT Loaded. -Long w.b.
withal fuel tanks.
-
1977 .Feeil ftle_ Cute. w/air, power steerins:& brakes.
Severalotberiptionk
1977 rod Paidten 50 Steering, brakes & air, etc
,1075atei4kt esp/213,009 miles w/V-8, etc.
14744 eed  wiauternatirkiwiA"OnlY 19,000
197e feeding UMW -4 ii.a. loiclawtonlyl4,iSkuiles-
7172-1Port IfIeliresaus. 11P---Leeded- entra-Ses tu-tone
green.
1976 Cliovrolet Siverodo Loaded, White.
1977 Ford Bronco V-8, automatic, power steering dr brakes
w/only 12,000-miles, big tires di wheels like new. Extra
nice.
1976 OlsYrolit 1 ton w/long van body, real nice.
1977 Ford F100 Explorer Loaded w/only 6,700 miles, white
w/blue stripes.
197.4Ckerrolet Von 14 ton, V-8 automatic, etc.













IVe oho run ars se a nay is dry been. Call et See Mr Nadi* 750-1010
PARKER FORD
701 Maim Murray, Ky. 753-5273
And two days after it was
aired, a telephoned threat Was
made against Denver running
back Jon Keyworth, one which
resulted in the posting of a se-
curity guard outside his room.
-"The power of suggestion in
things like this IS so great,P-
sátd ROXelki;-"-tiliti balled the
film "a terrible -move ... ill-
(MURRAY LEDGER f TIAJLS)
Hall Says SEC Winner
'May Lose Two Or Three
LEXINGTON, KY. (AP)— they share the SEC lead with
Although Kentucky has rolled ,Niabania at 3-0.
to an 1-0 record, having foiled_ 'They would be an obvious -
Over, Y imaginal)* de-lenge 111 .-,cnallenger," Hail said. "Mis-
the Process, C4cit'14-6-7: Hall sissippi State, Florida and
insists that the eventual. Gebrgia are yery -good teams
Southeastern Conference Nobody is going to-make pre-
At taidwitiik.AbiLNEL champion ill have two or Aietiona. auar bree
nounced the Superdome's Three league, osses when the maybe .after nine games, but
huge six-screened gondola
capable of showing instant
replays to the sellout crowd
(including several thousand
spectators in seats added for
this game) would not be used
because lowering it into in-
stant-replay position would
block the view of a large
number of fans and would dra-
matically reduce the
Registration Ems For
• • _ State's seven-foot center was
champion is top-ranked
Kentucky, opposing teams
have a way to go in order to
fulfill Hall's prediction.
The Wildcats have seen it all
this year — patient teams,
slowdown teams, run-and-gun
teams. They have beaten
them all, but Hall is insistent.
television lighting. "Two or three ( losses) could
- :_ take the S!c," he said in
.By the 6 p.m. EST 1dOff _ TitivintervieWZ-...±4 think- -the con-
There will be more than IX* feirencejtvery strong. It's got
spells writers among the good balance- and the overall
thousands and thousands of records of the conference
:errIPOPF:=7 
played with earlier and ad- .0.110people- clegglei_. "Iteeme_ .4,1,1tAs stYle et saaltAct---iisihamlitsicOmichlio&Kinc-flewrille• -#.1114—stote-oPPoTlents..1911kww--"Ivu-k----i ndividuals, " Halt saidrv-sibt-t he--
didn'-t. shoot arell,"! d
there will be plenty of passion f• f
and exultation and dejection.
Not so in the midweek lead-
ing up to the game. There
wasn't anything even
remotely resembling a sur-
prise coming out of the Denver
and Dallas_ =Ps- - - - - --
Coaches Red Miller of the
Broncos and- Tom Landry of




If, as expected, the not 
now And even then you
-
-
Indiana State Keeps Rolling,
Gets Easy Victory Over Tulsa
couldn't because of the possi...
bility of injuriea, ., and
illnesses."
Cortaiderhif
performance last weekend in
road victories over Florida-
and . Auburn, even bubonic .
plague would not be a factor.
The Wildcats, in what Hall
said would be the toughest
road trip of the year; disposed
cf-701e-- 15414Ors"16-Ift before
trouncing the 'Tigers 103:77-._
-They're-playing with mire
poise-and confidence than they
no LULLS 
"Georgia beat Louisville 
reflecting on the games.
and they beat Georgia 'Nish, 
• L-They-ite---ma king fewer
but they were picked as the - mistakes*"
basement team in our- con- However, Hill said he is not
ference," Hall said. " • completely satisfied.
The Wildcats have been "You can always improve
alone .atop Associlited ddengvellt.'1. Ile- -said.- -And.-
Press.. CiTtlege poll since the our tiumovelPs are beginning to
second week of the season, but come back in our favor."
By KEN RAPPOPORT
tporfi Writer
Last year, Larry Bird's
rampaging slam-dunk ,shot
and soaring rebounds alerted
longsuffering Indiana State
fans to bigger things.
The 6-9 forward of consider-
able skills ended the season
with a unique distinction —
third in scoring and seventh in
rebounding nationally. That
was the best combined
showing in the two. depart-
ments since Spencer Haywood
worr-the unding title and
finished fourth in scoring in
1969.
As &result, the Syacamores
-finished the season with an
NCAA playoff berth and a 25-3
Nebrd.
• This year, Bird is still
flying, and Indiana State is
-still winning.
The Sycamores, ranked No.
6 in the country, won their 11th
game without a loss Thursday
night with a 78-59 victory over
Tulsa.
• And, as usual, it was Bird




Bird onl d 16 points —14
under his season's average —
but for a change, the Syca-
mores didn't need his scoring
talents to win. More specific-
AdiyAgreded a rebounder,
Whictrhe gave them in all his
flamboyant glory.
unable to play against Tibia
because of an injured foot suf-
fered in a pre-game mishap.
shotgun offense and every n And DeCarsta Webster,...,. • -,-- - .. , another of the Sycamores' top
playbooks were picked apart°, ' r.ebounders, suffered earlyRaj Spencer, tcamissioner • of the Murray Soccer
put back together and foul trouble.Association, announced today that league piny for the 19'78
assessed from different lieaSon tirlIlbegin.011 Aprintimogin continue through May So the brunt of the rebound-
angles. All the participants' 28. . mg was left to Bird, and he re-
personalities were analyzed, sponded with 15.Within the next few weeks consent forms will be distributed "
W e worried when
it were,. __..,,, ........- 41/ a i r 4 4 41 4 5 14_ ,411'in _county and city grade schools. GtrLs in the second, third -
swenglu'w.-"w"'w"""`:"°"" - - arldreurth-grades will be eligible for junior league play. 
Johnsone 
wer
to go to the hospi-
biorhythms. . - Spencer is asking that persons interested in coaching a 
tal and when Webster had to
sit down with three fouls."
FOOTBALL -7- / 753.63g7 aftkr g-- p.m. Also, peniong interested_ ja__ said King. "We told 
Bird_to wok
greatest ski-aspect for tacit
other and each other's teams.
So did most of the players. The
other page of_the two teams' Soccer To I3e Out Soo
cowlE team this year contact him at 1605 Main Street, Murray; or
within 10 feet of the
basket and get all the
rebounds he could. He did."
Elsewhere among the na-
tion's ranked teams, No. 3 Ar-
kansas defeated Rice 69-60;
No. 12 Michigan State stopped
Illinois 82-70 and Minnesota
trimmed No. 18 Indiana 75-62.
Marvin Delph scored 22
points and Sidney Moncreif 21
to lead Arkansas over Rice in BASEBALL.
'their Southwest Conference NEW YORK — Jon Matlack
game. it was the 14th victory and the New York Mets have
this season for the undefeated reached a tentative set-
tlement ba,ks, subfed
blazing 71 per cent. Commssioner Bowie Kuhn's
"We tell our players never approval, concerning bonus
to take a shot they can't make
50 -1;er C ent of the time," said 
money Matlack says the Mots _
owe him. "Arkahaaa coach Eddie &mon. :":"
The Meta traded Matlackia.:_.
-That is what we cill shot se- the Texas Fla-Tier-6 last month-
lection and you have to be dis-
ciiilined to play that way." 
and baseball rules state that
the original team is liable to -
settle all bonus provisions be-
Tribute Edition Of fore the trade can be ap-
proved.
Paper To Be Sold Neither Matlack nor the
Mets would . as wisat..the
A 'souvenir edition of the proposed settlement provides.
EvansvWe Courier will be on
sale at the Murray State-
Morehead basketball game in
the Sports Arena _Saturday*.
• The ettitieur-genii-a final
tribute to ilie—l:Wersfty of
Evansville basketball team
which died in a fatal plane
crash December 13.
There will be 300 copies of
the paper and donations of at
least a dollar are being asked
for each paper. Without
question, the limited-edition
paper will someday be a
collector's item.
A handful of the papers were"
available at the Evansville
Greg Keiser scored 25, points
and Jay Vincent added 19 to
lead Michigan State past Il-
linois and prompt Illini Coach
Lou Henson to say, 'They're a
great ballclub. Might be the
best in the Big Ten."
Mychal Thompson scored 21
points and blocked seven shots
to pace Minnesota over In-
diana.
Memorial Tournament,
which Murray State played,
and the papers sold within
minutes. The 300 papers are
being made available In
Murray, since the Racers
came to the tourney and
donated their share of the rlicobr̀ chr
proceeds to a memorial fund Mrs Daphine
for Evansville. ion Sunset Dr
escorted groups from Npahviiie-
EXCITING TRAVEL" ref I1178""tfi
NOTehmelers.
RAWAN SPECIALS
8 Days/7 Nights 049 and up. Choice
of 1-24 Islands Departures Feb 15.
Mar. 1 April 5, and July 4th
EGYPT, JORDAN & ISRAEL
11 Days ONLY 21079/NY Mar 14
Hotels, all meals and sightseeing
tnp. to Luxor and Valley of the
Kingi. Flying TWA 747
NOOK • fmaimed, hely, Snit.
',Ass, Germany mid Frew
In
Proceeds from the sale of 
JAY SIAfilliVIN
the newspapers will go to the 
4 TRAVEL Mt_ -
athletic program at Evan-
CII.
15 Days ONLY 1107$/NY British Air-
ways Opt. to extend visit in Europe.
ogymy - Deluxe 17 Days Tokyo
Koyoto, Hang Kong, Bangkok and
Singapore. Northwest Orient direct





ATLANTA — The super col- _____eatablishing a senior league for older girls should meet. with Ass************** •••AF***********lege football conference- ort - - thin for information and coordination of Soccer Association
' activities. -
Last year 70 Cris enjoyeel-fun; eidteMent and etetcise of .41(
soccer competition. Soccer is one of the fastest growing par-
ticipant sports in the country today, and is ideal for your girls
since It isa non-contact sport.
Soccer players develop agility, speed, endurance, self- -4(
confidence, and a competitive spirit. One of the most con- *
sistent winners of the nationally famous "superstars" com-
petition has been a soccer player.
Teams will be organized in mid-March to allow several 4(
weeks of practice before the beginning of league play.
Coaches need not be familiar with the rules of soccer. A
book about the game will be available to each team coach, 4(
posed More than four years
ago finally was created when
the NCAA split its 144 major
teams into two divisions.
The split into Divisions I-A
and- I-AA came about by an
overwhelming hand count of
Division I members on a
recall vote several hours after
the same proposal was passed
by Divisions II and HI, but re-
jected by Division I.
However, it turned out not to
be quite as exclusive as first
thought, with 25 schools added
to the original 79 thanks to an
amendment sponsored by the
eight Ivy league schools along





saved a 6 under-par 65 with
great trap shots on the last two
holes and escaped with a two-I
stroke lead in the first round of
the 8200,000 Phoenix Open Golf
Tournament.
Tied for second were Rod
Funseth, former Masters
champ George Archer, Bill






Dress Pants - 50% 60% oFF
Ono RoCk Corduroy Coats „„„ 20
Sweaters - 50% 0.. 
Aii Ties - 50% OFF
(One Group Ties - 991 
Jeans - 25% 50% oFfAfl Leather Coats - 50% OFF
Shoes - 50% OFF — All Sport Shirts - 50% OFF
—Ai/ Denim Jackets. SOVtafrso MOW
All Belts - 25% ,r) 50% off'
Reduced 1/2 OR BELOW
• ” • •
and a pre-season clinic for coaches is planned. * And Invite Everyone To Come By and Enjoy the Same Fine *
The Murray Soccer Association is a self-supported non-
profit organization. It is not a part of the city or county school Food and Friendly Service As Always
programs, nor is it a part of the park programs. Expenses, 4(
including team jerseys, are met through a registration fee
*NOTICE*
Charles & rally Gray




Don't get caught old in the told this winter.
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COM Hoping into..
Winning-Column In OVC Roc!
By Joe Tom Erwin
Murray State SID
Murray State's Racers, who
were edged by East Tennessee ,
and Tennessee Tech on the
road last weekend, will play
Morehead and Eastern
Kentucky at Murray th,,
weekend. The Morehead game
will be Saturday, the Eastern..
game Monday.
Morehead also launched its
 tflitt Conference










VVE DELIVER AND INSTALL
P 0 Box 1309
601 E 14th Si
- Owensboro, tc, 1730T
Caircistkiit,C50719'th 4248
last weekend by the Eagles
were playing at home. They
were trashed 92-59 by Middle
-Tennessee and 9742 by
Western Kentucky. They are
3-7 overall.
Eastern is 1-1 after a split at
-borne last weekend. The
-Colonels beat Western in
oVertinie-Stid !fere edged by
Middle Tennessee. Murray is
44 oyergilpagg_OJS.,
-
Starters for Morehead are 6-
2 Brad Lernaster and 6-7 Carl
Windhorst at forward, 6-8
Butch Kelley at center, and 6-3
Herbie Stamper and 6-1 John
Solomon at guard. Stamper is
the team's leading scorer with
24.4 points a game: Kelley has
averaged 12.9. LeMaster 11.5,
Windhorst 5.'7,`and Solomon
4.4.
As a team, the Eagles are
averaging 36 points and 35.6
rebounds to opplifen'ts.:-r-18.91
points and 39.6 rebounds:- -
Racer coach Fred Overton
said his team played their best
"They played together, played, game. We have to have good Bobo Jackson, and Lenny
good defense, and were performances from both Of Barber, who have been under
patient on offense," he said, them to win;" Overton said, disciplinary suspension, have
rejoine 
'
the - squad. Dim
either game,  we were in season and it looks as Jarrett, who missed the East
position to right up the Warren is finding himself. Tennessee game and played
end." Robert Kelly (freshman only sparingly at Tech
The Racers los• t75-72 to East forwardl alsoplayed well last because of the death of his
Tennessee and 68-67 to Tech. weekend and Donell Wilson father, * also beeu working
Mike Muff led scoring in each played his best of the season." out with the team fulltime this
game with 72 points. Jimmy Muff has averaged 23.9 this- week. - - -
Warren had 16 points in each season for the Racers, Warren The Murray State women's"
- - ---ow-404; --Johnny Pro-Christanak.....-
•
-and although didn't win beim stead7 All
College Results
By The Assriated Press
EAST
Albright 83, Delaware vly 61
Coppin St 98, District of Co-
lumbia 73
Dowling 98, Kings COI 77
SOUTH
Wilson 8.2, and Kelly 5.1. The games, will see its first actIon
Racers have averaged 69.8 of 1978 Friday against Eastern
points and 43.3 rebounds to Illinois at Murray. The
opponents' 74.4 points and 40.9 women's team will also play
rebounds._ ' 'Union University Spturday
The Racers will be-arka- night before the Murray-
strength this weekend for the Nlorehead game. The Friday
first time - since Mid- game will begirLat 7 o'clock





Pugia - %or of1411 T111.1Lithcor beffe-tbijt *Yea fro* RP  _
coops oe thoir way to practice Muni* From loft to ripare Jimmy Warren, Tom LAIN,
Jamie MAIN sod Lonny Swim.
IStett Photo In Mike
Albany St, Ga. 92, Alabama *******
A&M 82
(Augusta 87, Armstrong St 77_4_4_,
-77:24 Kentucky 811eorgetowii.._*.
-"Ky. 62
S Alabama 81, Ga.-Southern
es
of the season in the games at 'S"Floriactric Maine
East tennessee and Tech. SE LisliSkinaek
 54 -
SW Louisiana 79, NE Loth- * _
siana 78
Towson St 47, Randolph-Ma-
aan 431
--Tulane-117-,Denver
Virginia Union 102, St. it
Paul's 82
W Carolina 73, Citadel 72 *
• - MIDWEST . • 41
Mokutsteee, S.D. 871 Nib-
Omaha 61
Drake 95, Bradley 92
• Huron Col 47, Sioux Falls 43 -
Indiana St 78, Tulsa 59
Mankato St 75, W Illinois 64 *
Michigan 66, Iowa 56 lc -
Michigan Illinois 70 *
Michigan Tech 82, Winona *
St 56
Minnesota 75, Indiana 62 If
Minot St 85, Dickinson St 72
Mo-Rolla 76, SE Missouri  
Ohio St , Northwestern 81_ 'K
Peru St 75; Doane 72
John
A complete meal that:II fill
you up without emptying
your pockets.
• A Slew of Slew
• A Frigat Full of Fryes
• Our Hushpuppies
• 2 of our Famous Fish Fillets
_- • A 16 oz Soft Dunk .
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th Street
Purdue 79, Wisconsin 70 *
. SW Missouri St 88, Mo-Kan-
spat City 76 , 41
Tulane 117, Denver 93
Wayne St 78, Mo-Western 77 -
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 69, Rice 60
Ark-Monticello 62, Arkansas
Col 58
Ark Tech 85, Col Ozarks 80
Hardin-Simmons 78,
Arkansas St 68
Southern 72, Texas So. 71
SW Texas 112 St. Edward's,
Tex 63
Texas Tech 71, Baylor 61
FAR WEST
Colorado St 72, Utah 64
Fresno St 45, Cal-Irvine 40
Pacific 72, San Diego St 71 _ 

















MI accomts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook Accounts
may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-
annually, annually as the depositor may choose.
Utah St 75, Idahci" St 73
Washington 85, California 77





E Carolina 117, Athletes in
Action 107

































5.92% Effective Annual Yield






(Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal al Certificcites- ____ • 




* : Dan Miller
* ' Larry Wright Tommy Walker ,
* . Vice President 
Dr. J. 0. Outland , -•;,'
Advisory Board Member Advisory board Member :
* 
Advisory Board Member, :1 ...-, *•• 
. .. *
4'.4 * * * V*** **WE* iralriltftlf*Vaitik-* . * _ -*-orviii.A43t* *itie)I-Tror * *-E, i I#** ilr'iM-egfell-frit***-Llettrtriror. 
. , . A • 
._
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Scenes From The Snow Of 78_




















" R'S NOTE: TidirtiglilellMe-
- grit of what will be an occooloasleffort
from slaff writer Lowell Atchley.) ••
• By LOWELL ATCHLEY
The other morning, while trying to
decide whether I could make it to work
in the snow, I wrote this column. I've
seen..rariations of it before in other
caPe butmy versionislike this:
"Hello...Boss...w
-Ye, Its me. Ys, Iknow its 2 o'clock
in the afternoon...
"Why dicilee i1410.r_h_g#4.11.62_01A*.
morning to tell you 1-was going to be
late for Iliork berauseorthe snow? ---
,Jskaa .1Wr way tawark—gallix
myou see, I' calling from a pQieTioOth
just outside towk. A wrecker is puffing.
my car out of a ditch...
--What time did_I start to work?
• • Well. ..er...uh...the clock radio came
on as usual at six and 1 looked outside
and saw the. snoW. I just figured_I'd be
late for work anyway because of the
snow. There must be at least six in-
ches...0h,.two...I guess I went back to












"Well...lt was a little befoye 9...But,
---hail shaved and everything the iught
before. I had to eat breakfast, BM. ye
, know, get teddy for a hard day of work
ahead...
"What time did I leave for work?
r.. .1 guess it was aboutso,
after I had brakfast. But, I had
problem, you see, getting my car out of
the driveway.
-No, I don't have snow tires or
chains. Yes, I know, but I figured, with
- only one or two snows a year here, snow
tires and chains are expensive for use
-•-ehly-aceuple times a year... .
"I had to shovel my way out of the
driveway, Boss. That was awfully
exhausting work... You know how hard I
work, don't you Boss? Well, after I did
all that shoveling snow to get my car
ont-,-. of the driveway, Li
I needed something..
t4glireLo
--•"Teli-slr:.1 stopped for lunch...
"Besides, • by then it had Itopped
snowing...
"-AfterfluegoIraapper=e1 real 
warm, punpelln my car and started ta-r•-..--
work. I backed_ out Witcp- the street__.„ _
straight into My neighbor's -
mailbox.. .No, he wasn't home at the
time, but I left a note saying I was sorry
and will pay for it. - •
"Well, I started _to ___.
yor...Boas..:hurrying as last as I
ddIeltailft I didn't want to-li fijo-
late.
"I was about a mile from home,
driving as fast as 1 could when I hit thtS .
icy spot in the road...I shoved on my' ---
brakes like you ought to do when you hi/ 7,7
something icy... .
-
"Yessir I skidded...into the other
lane...and struck this other car... It
didn't do a whole lot of damage and f
have insurance. No, no one was injured. --
"Yes sir,..that's how t into
-this-ditch just-outsidetown."-:-.Yessirr111--;--
try to be irk. You say forget it, not to
come in? Well, .sir, I'll make every
effort to come to work...
Hello...-.BesS? ...Hello...
Gary Ernerine finds Isfir• riding slipper;












•Carf Reif' ord and a friend,,-Iffp--'re _ • zAgoltple. fithiffkOSOfikgriKery h op p ing • .
.A•  • as. • ...••••••• •••••••• ••—•—•••••••••••••••••••,i,.....”. r  7. ap, . • .- •• • • 1. • . .







itorfenace & Inspirational Books




Shop Ess The .
Entire Tomas
Baptist
- scorn emit -
. Worship Service 11:110

















- Ciaapiets Amteinetic Trensinisaien Service
- Front End Ailiamminst
- Cemplete Tone-Up I Repair Service -
WM S. 7th
itailiigteri Auto Glass SerViCe
Sea-11w s










Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
- 1/2 Mock E. of S. 12th
110S:Pgllilr7-7'"--'-''- Phone 753-1459
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Hooting, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut 753-4832










100 S. 134h St. moki haws 7334
3914
•
• Kilda' ke Marina
.J.W. WILHAM,-- MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky. Lake State Pork Pk. 474-2245
Kodak', Trial ekieka
"It's Finger lickin' Good"
Try Ow Delicious Beef and Has Sandwiches




South 12th St. - Murray
1111 ,51,111174.0,11.1
1114 ....../141 111141115










NI CT EATC7e IT.
Member FDIC






Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE










Morning Worship 11:00 am.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.n1
Morning Worship 11:00a.ni.
Evening Worship 11:30 p.m.
Sunday Scheel -II:45 a.m.
Morrdng word* • Wham.
/ROM EiteltiatWorat 5:30,0:00 pin. •
_ ROOD RIVER -
MorrdagWornhip 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
RIMY BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship - 7:30 p.m.
assemssi BAPTIST
Mining Worship - - 10:50am.
Evening Worship















Everting Worship 7:15 p.m.
SUGAlt CRIER
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
OWENS 01AM
Morning Worship II: 00 81-10.
'Evenbig Worship 4.:107:nt._115.1101106:





n111..••••••• 1...I 0••••1, from ger gr... •••11.*.
*mom pm* coal ,.. • 1..rWskal/mg loam •••••••••
Amino 6,••• ,0441.. rove.. 1141••• Yana dr I.10•1
orb 1•440 Wier. pm* .401.1.••••bg olublv..., 111.1..
•Tiail• !IN!, Caat 111•111.•!••••1•1111.1141•011.•• 4...4 41,4
va• aye, ̀WY 1.1••• I Jelia•ag. 1011.1141.re• v."6-17
10 CoL-11••••• •• a. th•-lamar;••••• allhat la
' 144-441•••••• Ihe owl grow blbr .1 Hs.
--,••••••1•....410•01-  - - -
. -
Sunday School 10:11 am. ,
Worship Service 11:00 am
Eo.ening Service I:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Services 11;00 am.




School . - 10:IM
Fivaching 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.





ST. MNIN BAPTIST GINN&
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.





Saida), Rite 7:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Preaching Service 11 a m.











Worship Services 10: 45.a..m.„ 7:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FILLOWSNIP
Worship - 10:30 a.m.
Bitde School • 9:30 a.m.
Evening Service 8' 00 p.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SNITS
Sunday School • 10. 45 a m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
01111101
0 Sunday Mass is a.m., 11 a.m., 4: 30 p.m
Saturday Mass 630 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray. Ky..
Suhda 11:00a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 8 p.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10:30 am.
Bible Lecture 9.: 30 a.m.
LIPMAN'S CHAIR A.M.E.
Worship Services 11: 00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:45 a.m.
ChurchiSchool ftt00 a .m
IMMANUEL Leninism
Sunday School 915 am
Morning,worship 10:30 a.m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat.' Id- 30 a m
Worship Service Sat. 9 • 15 a .m
"Go To Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
hir Cessationing-Neating-Celeaserciel I. igeretion
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Tiny Tot *
-Day Clio
' -Infante to s Years
'Kentuclo, Licensed I -
a. 30 a rn. 5 :311p.m.
407 1 604
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE Keel Purchase Tire
Your Complitte Tin %rake Center
"1th Wyk, Thom Al twin es Saar
-Thys- Ts.m71Oi1p.Ln.
NazareneNEW PIKIVIDENCE
Morning Worship 11,00 a.m. MURRAY CHURCN
Eyeing Worship 6 30 P.m- Sunday School 9 45 a .m
UNIVERSITY Morning Worship 10: 45 a .m . Worship
Morning Worship 1030a.m. NY P.S. Worship 15m
Evening Worship 6 00 p rn . Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship 
00 p i
_ 6:00 p.m. worship
GNU PLAIN






































Wore* Services. TIF.: 40 a .m.
Evening Worship.. 6:00 p.m
NEW CONCORD -
Morning Service 10: 50 a .m
Evening Worship - • 0:00 p.m.
• _PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning-Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p rn
SECOND STPIET
Morning Worship 10:45 a m
EveMio Worship - 6:00 p m
FtlENDSNIP
Sunday School 10: 00 a rn











Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Morning Worship 10:50 a m






- - LIENTY CIIMIIMAND
Sunday School .00a.m.
Worship Service 11 : 00a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
.- Sunday-School ibilliant .:.
--Worship Service - -  11:001.m.
. OAR GROVE -
Sunday School 40:00 am.
Worship Services II a.m., 7p.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11:00a-iss-
Evening Worship / : 00 p.m.
fliST PUSITIIRIAN
Church School 9 • 30 a.m.
Worship Service 10:45 a.m.
Pentecostal- • -•
ALMO NEIGNTS
Morning Worship • 11 00 a.m.
• Evening Worship 7:30
utinut, NEW CONCORD
1010am
-W SWervices- II :00 a .ni.,2:tiop.m
-CALVARY TIMM
Sunday Sch2ral 10:00 a.m.
Worship Serviete 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
ROT MUTABLY
OF GOO
Sunday School 10-00a. nt.
Morning Worship 1100 a .m
Sunday Evening 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Nile 7:00 p.m.
UNITED, 310 RVAN AVE. -
Rthday School 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 700 p m
DEWARDS CHAPEL
IrmtgaSchool - • ---10400acri,
Worshi Service 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
- FIRST UNITED
Swag Worship 10: Os a.m.,& 7:00 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. - - 7:00pin.








Top Chilelity Used Cars
C oldwirier Rd Mom 75 344.53
Murray' Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
COMPLIMENTS
Paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4 „ . 753-1717
Murray, Ky.
Unfinished Fur-n4hiesr
_ Gifts For All ggkosions
Clothes _ _
1804-ColdweteriiRd 121 Bypamo 753-8660
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Service 8 Sales Parts
Hwy. E









Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday,
10:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday, Sunday -School
10:00 anr„ had & 10
eldiPIEVINTIR
Worship Service






Morning Worship 1100 am.
KIROV UNITED
Sunday School • 10:00 a.m.
- Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7110 p.m.
• COLDWATER UNITED'
Worship Service 1100• a .m 1st & End
Sunday., 10:00 a .m. ,3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10: 00 a.m. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11:110
am 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE Illti UNITED
Morning Worship 10: 00 a.m.







Morning Worship Service 11:4/0a.mr.-
Sunday School 
0 0 a.m 
• Go5111711111110011T •
Morning Worship Services 9:30a1.inn
Sunday School 
104  
Evening services: 1st. 3rd. & 5th Sun: -
days Preaching Service 6,30 pm.
COLE'S winsome
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
Worsh. iplerTrvilacetlaitg°4 "1111?0-: 00 tt.M..
ist & 2nd Sundays 11:00a.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. NINON •
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st Sitriday
11-00 am 3rd Sunday Sunday School
11:00 am, 1st Sunday - 10:00 a.m. 2nd,
_ lrd.& th Sunday,
- MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday:
MN a.m. 4th Sunday. Sunday School




Tildrithig Services 10 45 a m
- PROMO CHAPEL UNITED
1st& 3rd Sunday 9. 30 a m
Evening 7.00p.m
2nd 6r4th Sunday 11. 00 a m
No Evening Worship
RETRO UNITED
lat.& 3rd Sunday a.m









Sunday School 10 00 a m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Serving Grieves, Calloway, taarshell, Carlisle Counties in ky and
livery Co., Tenn.




Flowers For Al! Occoslook ----7
Funeral Arrangements - House !Slants
500 N. 4th -753-3251-753-5944
Doffs Chino Repair 8 Restoration
Gifts For All Occasions r -





























Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners




The Lawn & Garden Center
Windy
753-3000
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks &Ready Mix Concrete




JOBBERS OF SHELL Olt PRODUCTS
Murray Serving C.alleway. Gre yes





No. 4th street Phone 753-1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
•
' Sales and Service
Phoolo 753,-5802 205 I. 4th St.,
- . --- •-•••oc..-••-•-•••••w•seesc,..sc.-
•
•
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Schedules For The Week Of Jan. 14- Jan. 20
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
- WNGE-2












11:1111-Sesse Soot. -.: .
WTVF-5













1100 - Sheet Story
I I Ilandstand












11:30 - Fre Abort




130 - Auto lois.
2:30 - Pro leviers
4:00 - Weed of Sports
1:111-TIMI•
I:XI-Arts Resift
2:30 - Pre Beam
f pts .4:00- Weed e $ 
: lb ,530-ws -
, 11:00-1IaNlibr - -
10:30-Seevek & le. -
11:00-Boggy Pests










11:30- bid NSW Gong






8:08- TOM ham .



















7,30_ grummet, Fero. 446 --51°r°11Y "°"° • 1318- War" 0.66. 5:30 - Sows • " 3:011-Callege baske- is1111-lise Ni.









































9:00 -Sew Mee at
the Saw Bawl
10:30-N.,.










12:30 -NM,I,r , . *ass - "0•888'• A -"ANI* to looseiaor• lial-wItil This mai
`
12:00-Mello - "Dem






















7:00- Hesse of Wer.
1:80 0r08,
7:30- bey of Disc.












SAO- Moo, Swellrel 5:30 -Palma Dew. I:13T-Li-sten
-Little
8:30- rims 8150915
mop_ Gm. aus -Day of
8:00
II:30 - Moos Selimen 11...1S- geolltuu gm. 7:30-Herald
9: 30 Re Nensiord
10:30- Animals, Anim- -Dhotemiells
9:30- TIM















9:00 - 1st Bee.












10:30-Face the Helen, .
11:00 Life '














4:00 - Hedy Boys
-Lo
11:30-Meet The Press
1 2:00 - 00 8 808°1:
Nev. LV & Mars.
2:00- Msketball: LISSA
& UCLA
4:00 -Mrtiossi Gm. _...
St00-3081002 Slim ' -
$:30





























8:00 - •10111  Wsid10
sod the thersoloits
10:00-News













11:45 - Fill •
reetlary"






















• DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2










7:00 - Good Morning
Am.
9:00-700 Club
10:30-  holy Ferd
11:00-letter Sex
11:30-10yess Nom •





6:00 - Ralph Eatery
7:00- Today















9:30- Price is Sight




















10:30- love of Life
10:55-News
bseleI 1 :mg -T essagfi ss











i 30 -Me life
2:1 s -General Wesley( L
3:00-Edge of tight





1:30 - F-Saul Troia
ime









4;30- eel, Huss sous
5:00- Beittched
5:30-NBC No.,
.6:10 - Same at 6
i I :00-The Remise' .
11:30 - Search for Tom.
12:00- Tell the Tnrth
12:30-The World Terns
Ligbt '














3: 30 _ Gwyn,








12:30- World Two .
1:30-W4in Ught




































8:15.- "b. Mill 811.°
Lived Twice"








(Alabama' s .v "
Gser/h0
10:00 -News
10:30 11/MIT R-eports '
11:00- U.T. lesketbal
























TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
I
WNGE-2
6:30- Trott a Cots.























9:CO - Les Grant
'10:00-Mos
WPSD-6
6,30 _ 5121,000 woes.
oil
7:00-Movie-




6:30- Nome That Time
7:00 -Fitzpirtrichs
8:00- M• A''S' If




















TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WAGE-2



















$:00 - Black Sloop
KFVS-12
6:30 - Price is Right
7:00 - Good Times


















10:30 - Adam 12 -



































11:00 - James et IS














5:00 - loses et IS






7:00 - betties -
8:00- Hawaii Five 0
9:00- Ilernaby Jones











































































6:3g - Match Game













President of Gelieral Motors,
Edwin Colony, President and




-10 p.m. Nightfllght 91 Heard
TueSday-Saturday this four-
hour program of albdin rock
also 'features "Cosmic (on-
necdOns" at 12:30.-This weeks
guest is Papa John Creach.
Saturday, Jan. 14
12 Noon Music Of The
Italian Masters The Music of
Durante, Pergolesi, Vivaldi,
Mannino.
7 p.m. Raoer Basketball The
Murray State Racers take on
Morehead State live from the
University Sports Arena.
Sunday, Jas. is
330 p.m. Mountain Music
Jubilee "Tales Grandeddy
Told Part 1" Many old
mountain stories are brought
to life, once again, by the
Roadside Theater, of
Whitesburg, Kentucky.
Comprises last half-hour of
"Music From The Front
Porch."
8:30 p.m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
The lineup consists of Jazz
Revisited at 8:30, Jazz Alive at
_9: 00 followed by Jazz Horizons
which includes Jazz Unlimited
at Midnight.
Monday, J1n.18
7 p.m. Racer Basketball An
important OVC clash and
cross state rivalry as the
Racers meet Eastern Ken-
tucky University in this home
SHOW BIZ SHOW
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) -
A Punch' and Judy theater
made in Coney Island around
1845, life-size wooden carousel
animals and a poster advertis-
ing one of the first perform-
ances of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
around the turn of, the century
are among objects in a new ex-
hibit at the University of Roch-
ester.
The exhibit, entitled "Step
Right Up Show Business at the
Turn of the Century," opened
in June at the Memorial Art
Gallery at the university here.
It was created by the 'staff of




carnivals, opera houses and
theaters provided the artifacts
from which the exhibit was as-



























The Fourth Kind , -
First, it was "Star Wars"
and now the rage is "Close
Encounters of the Third Kind"
dealing with beings from outer
space. We have already found
out that the first kind of .en-
Crain-tee'. is.ftse ' -„.. .
-the second imiOlte,11
things- as sounds, rattles.,
lights flashing on and off when
their not supposed to - all
created by the UFO's. The
-third encounter is that of
physical contact with the
beings. Well__ What is the
Fourth? The fourth is that of
451.r.„.811d. She detuge ,.ef
soundtracks and spinoffs from
the movie just like what
happened to "Star Wars."
Today we will look at the
original soundtrack album by
John Williams and Meco's
spinoff called _ "Close En-
cmmters. of EMT Kind. --
Close Vacate:fere
John Williams lately has
really been turning out the
soundtracks for just about
every movie such as "Ear-
thquake," "The Towering
Inferno," "Jaws," "Star
Wars" and now "Close 'En-
eonnters." "'Close En-
cbunteir is testy.riet- down-
after doing the blockbuster
"Star Wars" but it still has
some pretty good music on the
Lp plus the small Ep (which is
one song played a4.33 r.p.m.'-
-
The small Ep contains ihe
hit single version done in a
jzizzed Up manner.-The song IS
taken from the five notes that
were used to contact the
beings in the movie and is
really a beautiful theme.
The main soundtrack
contains some good cuts and
" sdlne weird .0pessitoo. One Of
the weird cub are that is
really weird is "The Ab-
duction of- Barry." This part
occured when the little boy
was abducted into the space
craft by the aliens.
There are suspenseful cuts




The-best cuts are the "Main
Title and Mountain Visitors,"
"The Conversation" and
"Resolution," "Con-
versatioh" is especially neat.,
because it involved the portion
of the movie in which the
scientists conversed with the
alien spaceship. Great use of
pipe organs and moogi are on
this cut. The scene from the
movie was cute too, with all
the lights flashing and people
staring In bewilderment.
• The soundtrack and the
movie is worth -seeing- but
don't think it is another --t.'Star
Wars" because - it's not.
Meco
Meco, unknown disco type
band leader on the same vein
• as Walter Murphy has-cashed
inngain on another movie -
"Close Encounters" just like
with "Star Wars-."
The theme from "Close
Encounters" is an instant
smash hit on the charts and is
cute -because it uses effects
including the little boy ,saying
goodby to the space craft at,
the end of the cut.
However, Palm does not lust
have the main theme but he
makes a big show out of world
history and calls his Lp "Close
Encounters of Every Kind."
His time span starts at the
begiuning of time to-the daysr
lithe dinosanrs-and Centimes
through such time spans as
Rome, King Arthur, The wild
WKMS Highlights 7:4 theandGarlaiel7 tirs- _ theme. My favorite was
LOOK FOR "SOUND-FEST' 
sousd effeetS of Mactdne guns
"Crazy Rhxtiun" that had
match.
10 p.m. Sonlflight News and
_music from the black world.
Tuesday, Jet. 17
p.m. Option "TV and
Violence" Dr. George Ger-
berner, Dean of The Annen-
berg School- of -Com-
munications at The University
of Pennsylvania speaks on TV
and violence.-
- 8 p.m. Clden,go Symphony
Orchestra An all Mozart
program. Carlo Maga Guilizti
conducts, Costanza Cuccare
signs soprano, Claudine
Carlson sings mezzo soprano,
Vinson Cole sings tenor,
James Morris sings bass with
the Chicago Symphony Chorus
prepared by Margaret Hillis.
- Wednesday, Jan. 18
--7 p.m. Racer Basketball The
always powerful University of
Missouri 'at Kenos city
travels into town to battle the
Murray State Racers in this
non-conference clash.
Thursday, Jan. 19
7 p.m. Options "Firewood,
Stoves and Fireplaces" all
Things Considered weekend




8 p.m. National Town
Meeting "The Relevance of
Arts In A Technological
Society"

























Astherized Nels Seeder Cotter
BARRETT'S
SERVIEf CENTER'





IN and a Rudy Vallee type vocal.
FEBRUARY!! ! ! It is 
an excellent disco album




Special On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Country-





8 Track Reg. 7.95
The Largest Selection of Tapes and Albums in This Area
TV Service Center
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ilverman Still Debating On
His contract -With ABC
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
ABC programs chief Fred
Silverman, who in 21/2 years
4helped boost his network to,
No. 1 in evening ratings,
hasn't decided yet if he'll
leave ABC when his contract
expires in June.
But he denies rumors he'll
be joining Paramount
Television or was offered the
presidency of the National
Broadcasting Co., whose TV
_ • .
sidering a. move into in- cBS-TV. ..- a hospital emergency room„...
dependent TV production, said "rye heard rim- ors, every- -and "The • Harvey Korman
_:_ still___thiss from NBC to Dis-`-Wednesdar- ----he's Show" with the former co-star
negotiating with ABC about ney, and they're just ridicu- of CBS' "Carol Burnett Show"
' -IUs, he said of speculation O"
-,
_remaining there. - Playing an ecasntric actor.
'Right now, I'm having dis- on his future. On "Roots,'.' Silverman-said
cussions with Fred I Pierce, "We (at ABC) are in con- the 12-hour miniseries will be
head of ABC-TV), and hardly versations. You know, for me, repeated prior to the start of
anything has been resolved," it's a very important decision the new TV season in 
' 
Septem-
••• its kind of a crossroads inhe told a news conference here bet. but that no air date will be
attended by about 60 local and my life. That decisibn-WillieLsgt until two or three weeks--
visiting TV critics. made very, very shortly." - _fro. m now.
-1 think there'll he a'resolu- _ He declined to name the clig --
Aleci .
MT
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8.00/7.00/ ONCE UPON A
gt.Assic -11that Katy Did"division is third in prime-tinie tion shortlY,". added Silver- -his sion will come, or - Asked if ABC plans a series-7-- Dr. Carr sends his two oldest
what his ABC contract based on the hit-movie, "StIlr''—' 'aitiOters away to school.ratings averages so' far this' -Than, 40, Wlio botisted ABC's''saY
season. stock two points in 1975 at the talks involve. He laughed Wars," Silverman replied: 8:30/730 STUDIO SEE Go
Silverman, whom some re- time he joined the network w.hen asked if he'd considered "There is no 'Star Wars' 
rock climbing in Oregon and fly
in the Goodyear Blimp.
ports have described as tiring after five years as top working simultaneously for all series planned anywhere." 9:00/8:00 THE ADVOCATES
Of network life and con-* programmer at then top-rated three networks. He noted that the film's WGBH's Emmy award-winning
He also announced four new maker, 20th Century-Fox, will Publit affair series returns to
public television.
"limited run" series coming soon shoot a sequel and "I_ 10:00/9:00 MASTERPIECE
to ABC in March and fielded a &flit think 20th will do a 'Star THEATRE: I CLAUDIUS The
r4iLgn usseries of quesions that in- War.s' series for many years to eventually be-of Claude 
colves As sordid and corrupt aseluded when ABC will rerun come. sthoss. iReof) his less noble predeces-
"Roots," which broke ratings "I think they've got a gold 
or 
records in January 1977. mine in a theatrical movie 1100/10:00 THE DICK: 
The four new shows are property." 
CAVETT SHOW / KENUCKY , GENERAL -ASSEMSL-Y 1978
"Young Pioneers," about a Asked which competing net-
-young couple in the 1870s in work now is best prepared to FRIDAY, • JAN. 27
Eastern/Central T,nles ----
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WENT OVER TO THE RINK
TODAY TO GET REVENGE







4 9 Miles per
. b4-1r FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The bill being repgaleda  / -
51 
The Kentucky House was ex- would have paid them nearlyTransgress 52 Declare pected to act as quickly today $900 a month, but apparently
'55-C."444-lava 
— -as the Senate did Thursday in -that is insufficient during
voting on a bill to put the pay-
checks Of .
more convenient basis.
The Senate passed the
measure without ado, 29 to 3.
Senate Bill 75, sponsored by
President Pro Tern Joe Pra-
ther, 1)-Vine Grove, reinstates
an old system under which
legislators are paid more
during a session than during
the interim between sessions.
It repeals part of a 1976 act
that changed the procedures
for payment.
Most members receive
about $21,000 over their two-
year terms. They will receive
$100 a day during SeSSiOnS and









- South kakota.;_ "Havinviitallenge ABC in the ratings,
--Babies," based on the two hit he said he thinks "there's no
TV movies of the same name, question" that CBS is, at this
and two situation comedies, point, because it has a
"A.E.S. Hudson Street," set in stronger schedule than NBC.
,
Dart





pile up expenses for food and
housing.
The new bill's emergency
clause says the former
method ,of payment "will
result in undue confusion to
the state agencies involved
and undue hardship on many
citizen-legislators."
There was no mention in the
Senate of any potential
opening for another legislative
pay raise if the lawmakers see
fit to bring up that question.
The new bill conceivably
could be used as a vehicle for
pay adjustment through an
amendment, since it already
contains the subject matter
salaries and expenses.
f3UT THEN THEY ASKED
ME TO PLAq CENTER
ON THEIR TEAM
•
• . . •







YOU COULDN'T ORA& ME









5 30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6.00/5:00 ZOOM
6-30/5430 OVER EASY -- -
7 00/600 THE MACNEIL
LEHRER REPORT
7 30/6:30 KENTUCKY GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY: KENTUC
KY NOW • AND YOU 7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY GEN-Eastern/Central Times  4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET ERAL ASSEMBLY 19788 00/7 00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW - 8 : 0017iO4. ALM. SESAME 5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS 8:00/7f00 NOVA "The Final
8:30/7:30 WALL STREET STREET NEIGHBORHOOD Frontier' By 2177, more people
WEEK 900/800 MISTER ROGERS 5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM- will live in spacP than on Earth.
900/8:00 THE SIX WIVES OF NEIGHBORHOOD , PANY - Nova takes a look at space_
HENRY-nit EiG.HTHA- hand- • 800/5:00 ZOOM • r celonizalion and the promise- • 9730/8730 ZOOM -J -
10:00/9:00 SESAME, STREFT 8:305:30 OVER EASY of untapped resources in space.maiden of Catherine of Aragon,
11:00/10:00 INFINITY FAC- 7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL / 9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-and the King's mistress, Anne
LEHRER REPOR-T  MANCES---"-Eugen4—Orrnandy---B-oltYrt becomes Henry's second
, 10:00/9700 WHITEWATER,
- PA. The loys-of whitewater pad-
dling and the variety oe white--
water sport are explor'6d.
11:00/1000 THE DICK CAV-








"Math. V47 Percents • and tn-
. wren.'
1:30/12:34  GED SERIES
• "Math vii: Graphs"
2:00/1:00 TEACHING LIFE







able proponents and opponents-- artists in A 11181
of major iflues or the day. 11:00/10:00 THE DICK
3:00/27001 GREAT PERFOR-- CAVETT SHOW/KENTUCKY
MANCES 'Paul Galileo's 'Vet- GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
na'. USO Girl" Gailieo's short
story of on obscure hoofer from
Chicago who achieves immortal-
ty as a U.S.O. performer during
World War II.
4:30/3:30 KENTUCKY ON•
STAGE "The Adventures of
Brer Rabbit" produced by East
ern Kentucky University.
4:00/9700 THE FRENCH 5:0014:00 HOW GREEN WAS
CHEF` MY VALLEY
4.30/3:30 ONCE UPON A 6:005.00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
CLASSIC IR 1r6rn Thul TORY GARDEN
5:00/4:00 CONSUMER SUP- 6:30/5:30 GED SERIES
%/MAL KIT CSK- tooks t feet- —"Math VFW Angles"
cars and life insurance. (Cap: 7:00/6:00 GED SERIES
boned) "mMaetrsh ,, IX: Angles and Per.et
7:30/6:30 RUN THAT BY
ME AGAIN Highlights of 1961's
basketball battle between the
University of Louisville and
Ohio State. • .
8:00/7,00 EVENING AT SYM- -
PHONY Guest _conductor Colin
Davis -leads the Boston Sym- -
phony in "Slegtded's Funeest-
March" from 'Der - Ring Ott •
Nthelungen" by Wagner IRI'
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: I CLAUDIUS,"Old
King Log" In this concluding
episode of "I Claudius" the
EnVeror hatcheS tht.. final
5:30/4:30 THE TREASURES
OF TUTANKHAMUN This pro-
gram highlights many of the
treasures found in King Tut's
tomb. )Captioned)--
6:00/5:00 NOVA "One Small
Step" Why was it so ,cruciel
for an American astronaut.,.to
walk. on x the moon before a
Soviet -cosmonaut! Nova treats-
the race for the moon. (F41--
7:00/600 THE ADAMS
CHRONICLES Abigait • *joins
John in Europe.
8:00/7:00 BOOKBEAT -Dear
Me" by Peter Ustinov
8:30/7:30 RUN THAT BY ME 
TUESDAY, JAN.31
Eastern/Central Times 














MANCES: LIVE FROM LIN-
COLN CENTER "The New
York City Ballet - Coppelia-
The N. York City Ballet, un-
der the direction of George
Balanchine, presents this magi.
cal fantasy ,hat has been de-
lighting audiences for 100 years.
(2., hours.)
10:30/9:30 KENTUCKY PRO-
FILE "Joe Carrico" Kenhicky
Minister Joe Carrico is profile:0.
11:00/10:00 THE DICK
CAVETT SHOW / KENTUCKY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
AGAIN -Western Kentucky tJ•
niversity versus University of
Kentucky" A look at the high-
lights of this 1971- basketball
game, tplii-the story of the last 900
9:00/8:00 SOCCER MADE IN ,,ietirs of British Monarchy 
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET   
GERMANY through the art collections the 
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS•
monarchs acquired and the 
NEIGHBORHOOD
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE 5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC CONI
Burton Cummings and Randy buildings theyibuitt. •PANY
-Bac-hi-nen - 600/5:00' ZOOM
11:00/10:00 MONTY PY- MONDAY, " JAN..30.




v 3:30/2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA L/136E1 
THE
RT.
scheme to restore the-Republic.
10:00/9:00 ROYAL HERI-
TAGE ''The Medieval King"




3:30/2.30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
• 11 :30/1090 SlUDGe 90/6 30' KEetTt/C1C-Y "rnriat----ahrrnit-PITtranettnna orenes-ira"
12:00/11:00 REBOP ERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
12:30/11:30 WHITEWATER, 1300/7:00 CONSUMER SUR-
, PA.The.joys:pf 'eibitewater pad- VIV.41.KIT "Meat-Over the
dling and the variety of white- Counter Drugs Second Homes"
water sport are explored 8:30/7:30 TURNABOUT Pre- •
1700/12:00 WASHrNGTON miere• of. a. neyir-r_weett-ty series -
WEEK IN REVIEW IRI for and about women and the
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET men in their lives.
WEEK IRI 900/8:00 IN PURSUIT OF
2:00/1:00 THE ADVOCATES LIBERTY "The First Freedom"
• WGBH's Emmy award winning 10:00/9:00 THE ORIGINALS
public affairs series returns with First in a seven-part series that
some of the most knowledge- focuses on the work of women
performance of Gustav
Holst's L.:1%e Planets" with the
chorus of the Mendetssohn
Club of Philadelphia
10:00/9:00 ONLY THEN RE-
GALE MAY EYE6--T4urs ,unreue
program, shows the moral and
social forces that produced
French Romantic Art during the
gears 1774 to 1830. .
11:00/10:00 THE-DICX—






Sent More Than 5,600 Moonshiners To Prison
In Kentucky's moonshine
hollows, one name still strikes
awe: Big Six Henderson.
Big Six Henderson busted up
More stills in his time than
anybody in history. If that is
not so, at least it is the legend.
When moonshiners talk about
Big Six Henderson, the line
between truth and legend
blurs.
"I don't know what the
record is," Big Six Henderson
allowed, thinking back on his
-days of prowling around in
alien corn, as it were.
"I know I raided more than
5,000 stills and sent more than
5,600 moonshiners to prison.
You could figure it up. I've
WHAT-CHANNEL
DO YOU WANT?!
reports for every day I was a
revenue agent."
That was for a span of 28
-years until he retired a few
years ago, and it figures up to
roughly a still every other
day. The saga of Big Six
Henderson, though, is hardly
told in dry statistics.
The moonshiners. Big Six
. Henderson tracked down im-
parted heroic dimensions to
him and respected him as
much as they feared him.
• "Mr. Big Six," one woman
said when he came to haul her
husband off to jail for a third
time, "we're proud to have
folks know we know you."
More than a few moonshiners
Soper Bowl XII
To Attract Over 4
85-Million People
kept a copy of my daily named their children for Big s in glemin ded ne sa that.
Six Henderson.
Ole even named his mash
barrel for him, painted "Big
Six" on it and talked to it fond-
ly.
"Good morning, Bix Six,"
he said to the barrel one day.
-Why don't we just run our-
selves off a little batch, you
and!. What do you say to that,
Big Six?"
'"That you're caught, Thur-
low," Big Six Henderson said,
stepping cou* of the Mist.
At 75, Big Six Henderson is
still impressive to behold.
He is a great bear of a man,
six-foot-four, with a thick bush
of white hair and eyes the
color of wet turquoise. His
mother named him William;
Big Six was the name he
picked up when he was going
to law school and throwing a
baseball after the fashion of
Christy "Big Silt" Mathewson.
He became a federal
treasury agent, a "revenooer"
as they are known in the hills,
. and went about it with a
became the -stuff of myth.
It was no myth, though, that
he could creep through the
woods as quiet as smoke in his
green raiding suit and could
run like a deer for miles. 'Usu-
ally he didn't have to run after
his quarry.
"Homer, halt!" he shouted
at one fleeing rnoonshiner.
The man froze in his tracks.
_"I"rn haltedig Six, I'm
halted."
New-aitilegend in his time;
all right, and not just because
of his uncanny skill and his
zealotry. - He also had 1'
reputation for fair play and
decent treatment of the
moonshiners he caught.
"I never regarded them as
doing something evil, just ille-
gal," Big Six Henderson said,
"and I never abused them."
The big man thumbed through
a sheaf of his fadeddaily re-
ports, looking wistfully at the
names.
"Killed a few, but never
abused them."
- 'Black Beauty',NEW YORK - If CBS' problem in preparing for the—
projections are correct, there
will be about 85 million people
watching Super Bowl XII on
game is coping with the
hoopla surrounding Super Filmed In Kentuckydistractions and general
,'television-Sunday. And they'll Bowl week.
all be listening to Pat Summe- "The demands on us are T 
"Ii that thought ever
crossed my mind I probably
wouldn't be able to speak,""
says Summerall. "Those
figures are beyond my
comprehension. But I would
hope I would do the same job if
there were 85 people or 85
million watching."
Summerall, whose smooth
delivery, relaxed style and
solid preparation have made
him one of thepl_ay-b. Y7.
play men in the business, will
be workina his ninth Super
Bowl. It will be his seventh for
CEIS and he did two on loan to
NBC before the merger.
His main job these days has
been to learn as much about
the "Denver Broncos as









similar to the demands on the
players," he says.- "The
outside distractions are most
difficult. CBS has several
clients that I'm sure they'd
like us to meet. There are
many functions and parties
that we have to attencillsan
be tiring."
The game itself presents
few problems for a veteran
like Surnrnerall. "Once the
game starts I don't feel any
undue pressure just because
it's the Super--Bowl:-Ws--not
going to be much different
from any other game.
"A lot will depend on how
the game goes. If it's a good,
close ,game it will be easy to
do. If it's like last year's game
it will be hard to do. That's
always the way it is."
, And how does Summerall
"I will be spending -some feel about the late starting
r time watching Denver films, 'time-6 p.m. EST-for this
getting to know the plays, the year's Super Bowl?
Players, their tendencies. I be- think anyone who has
rteve I could do the cowboys if . ever played the game • or
they didn't wear. numbers. I broadcast it would rather play
"hope to be able to do the same early,' • he says. "That .sitting
r Denver." ' around can kill you. I mean,
• Like the Mayers, flinch. 'coffees can you
merglk sax.% his -  biggest _'•drinkV- - •
L possible.
o Air This Month
FRANKFORT - UniVersal
Studios' -Black Beauty,"
which was filmed entirely in
Kentucky, will air on NBC in




chairman of the Kentucky
F4rn Commission, said that
the network has announced
--plans to present the made-for-
TV -movie on five consecutive
nights from 8 to (EST),
7 to 8 p.m. rCST ) beginning
Tuesday, Jan. 31 and con-
cluding Saturday. Feb. 4.
"Black' Beauty" was filmed
on location, in Lexington.
Frankfort, Paris, Winchester
and Shakertewn at Pleasant
Hill. Amohg -Its 'featured
performers are Martin
Milner, Cameron Mitchell,
Farley Granger, Diane Ladd,
Eileen Brennan, Clu
Gulagher, Don Defore7 Ken
Curtis arid former Kentuckian
Warren Oates "In addition to
the Hollywood actors. naore
than 80 Kentuallpans.appear in
speaking rsiletand more than
300 Kentucky residents were -
used as extras," McBrayer
-
The director of "Black
Beauty" is Dan Haller, who
has directed ."Ironsides."
"Charlie's. Angles," "Rasetti
and ,Ryan" and -The
Rookies-.-'2 Written by Peter_
Fischer. the television special
was produced by Fischer and




scenic beauty and with the
cooperation the production
company received from the
people of Kentucky. "In my
years in the motion picture
industry,1 have never been
treated better anywhere. The
Film Commission is a credit to
the state of Kentucky,"-Bishop
said'
"Black Beauty" is the fifth
major motion picture
produced in Kentucky as a
result of- the Film corn-
lb •
.• -











How may we be saved?.





to the end." These are
four steps which there is
no Bible way to change,
For Bible help - ca1l:753-
0984. Bible ansiveri to
an question. , No
donations, nothing-- to -
- - , sell.
COLOR MRTRAITS,t 
bring us yours for extra
'copies. Made from any
----size into any size.
Wallets lqw as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
-':-Artcrail, 118 South 12th.,
tot. use our rear en-
FOR WAyKINS
' Prodircts. Contact




















By placing an economical Want ad in
The Murray Ledger & Times, you
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do-Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader.
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future.. thus asbain reaction.
Link up with the largest volume















office space for rent.
Utilities furnished, ..-




WHAT WE do best is
care. NEED LINE, 753-
6333. ,
BELTONE HEAXING
Aid Sales. Free 'Service
On all makes. Open 9-I -
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, K.
Phone 27-8463.
, Would you Mut to ride
ow. Mach Sus to Skip-
.,4aay Scbooi JInd 'Me-
eting twotship ..tervOces
at




3 Card Of Thanes
A SPECIAL thanks "to all
who contributed in any
• way Iluring the illness
and passing cif our loved
one, °Nine' E. Eloyd.
Each deed has helped so
mucir to ease the burden
and sorrow that has
been left in our home.
May the Lord bless each
of VOU in your time of
need as he has us. Sadly




5 Lost And Found
LOST SUNDAY a lava
month - old female
Beagle in Gatesborough
area near Doran Road.
Answers to name Annie.















, specialty store. 'Thur-
'sday and Friday, 5 to 9.
Saturday I to 9. Sunday
12:30 to 5:30. Must be
experienced. Apply
- Behrs, Central Shopping.
. -Center. Murr.aT •
rie,,2 iritatt
TRIABIOIL-ttattlilitNY
• -needs mature person for
'short trips surrounding
Murray. Contact
customers. We train. r -
Write T. G. Dick, Prom.,.
Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft. Worth.
Tx. GOOD USED MOBILE
WANTED TO BUY
Good used up-right
piano. Call 753-1265 after
4 p. m.




SECRETARY to work in 
ho Call 1-5 - 27,8322.
law office. Typing and., WANTED SUMMER
_Lam e_ _ _shorthan d, MItsrnAtyIqiJi. enly. -
.required. Write Bog.618 S,114_42, __cog ...76.1.3403








COOKS AND CAR HOPS
at Sonic Drive In. Apply
in person.
BABYSITTER wanted in
my home 72 hours per
week. Starting January





wanted. Top pay. Good
tips. Part time or full,
- time. Call* 444-9223













unlimited. • Apply in




hours/ week. Call 753-
7624. - -
I Main Street Texaco, 15th and Main. Equipped withequipment and parts for all minor auto repair.Good Business Opportunity. Call 753-77110. FOR LEASE
SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
We.', etmeeftectrrers of chemical spechettios ter tier heftier.,
inatitutieeel and commercial markets.
If yea are • hail wetter wttli • strong desire to emceed. (saes
experience Wheel) we win irrest oar them mid money to help
yew became soccestrfel.
$t.$350 weekly drew and incentives against Okra! cols
miss.. lipase allowence while training. Excellent fringe
benefits.
Send Resurne to 7 - T1 FOREMOST CREMICAL
P0 Box 30310. Memphis, Tenn 38130
or Fitione 800-2371-5150
An Equal Opportunity Employer
1976 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and air,
one owner car, clean as new, 29,000 actual
miles.
1975 WNW Sedan DeVille, full power and air,
one owner, new car trade in, clean as a whip.
1914 Mercory Montego, 4 door, air and power,
clean.
1973 Mazda 4 door, air conditioning, clean as a
whip.
1973 Ford Pinto Runabout, mechanically A-1.
1971 Daalt• 4 door Sedan, air and power. •
197+ Ilealle Charger 2 door coupe, air and power,
Snowtime Special $495.00.
1971 Da4190 Station Wagon, air and power,
Snositime Special $595.00.
1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4 door, air and power,
Snowtime Special $495.00.
1977 Peallac Catalina, brand new

















learn is. If you are
looking for a permanent
position with excellent
income -oppcirtimity,
• send complete resume















15. Articles for Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SAL,
Call 436-2758.
30 per cent to 58 per cent




, all electric ranges.
Smoke detectors,
, Regular $36.96 for
$24.95. Battery included.
Rowland Refrigeration,
4110 South 12th Street.
FIREWOOD, $15.00 and
up. Quick delivery. Call
_• after 4_ p.•n. 75974088.
WORLD BOOK - Child
Craft. Sales rep-
resentative wanted. Call
Mrs. 'Copes,- 1-898-7877 -
















business start ups, first
and second mortgage•
loans, signature_ loans,
up to $25,000, farm leans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.
GIFT SHOP, 10 years
same location, Main






Total Image Alpha II
Ultra Diet. Earn money
and loose weight. Call
Linda or Fred at 502-527-
9973.
HOMEWORKEftS - $500




envelope and $1.00 to:





Will sell inventory' at
cost arid lease building.











flMnrweaefor b‘frouedcbricale) - csallt.
group rates. For a
203 South 5th Street,
mBeunnoirra 1:7n453.-7A2701.75a9.:
1486 . _ 
. ,
excellent condition.
• Interested parties only.
"WforArNeTstnEctikin.....
gwild area. - argans, used pimps.
Beaver, 2
Call 1-362-4072.
year old hi:eeding' Pair BALDWIN- PIANO. and
Please reply to-R. S. Lonardo- Piano Co.,
0.:Bagf 1 , is..-411CeOsctianenstofffroir, -:....&.-
* 41stasvillc, Nr. -40souiL.---Racia.__Th, - . 











reduced. to. $4.09, 610.00
reduced to $5.00.
Blouses,' $1.00, $2.00 and
$3.00. Dresses, $4.00.
PrewaShed flannel
shirts, $4.00 sizes up to
44. Blue jeans, $7.00
' redeeed- $9.0(1.- REG
SAVINGS., Come to
Kirksey turn right on
464-, Then 'go 'straight to
Mt. Hebrew Church,
then turn left. Open 9 a.





$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTII-P-
hourly input rating. $75.
r Call 753-2424.
USED CROSS TIES -
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.






chain saw. One 500 lb.
platform scales. One 20
lb. produce dial scale.
500 wood and steel
Windows No. 1 fir. Call
753-3254.
SLEEPER sofa, $75. Love
Seat, $50. Chair, $40.
Ottoman, $20. Call 753-
9448 after 5 p. m.
16. Home Furnishings
USED FURNITURE,




$25.- Call 753-0734. -
DINETTE SET, table and




style sofa and chair. $75.








*7 mFREE --itToas /
Inspection
Certified Fr EPA
adAr Costly Nome lormoirs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Controt -
Ilwor irrowl sperered yew a
rm. Fr se Igo an arrow 011 Fe
is Farber.







tress-for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct






3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7333. .
26 Pi Radio










boys. One block from
MSU. Call 753-1812.
ONE BEDROOM duplex,
$85 month. Call 753-4331.
' FOR RENT 2 bedroom
furnished . 
apartment._14fa miles out, Call 753-
5693.
ONE 'OR TWO GIRLS;





ment. No pets. Call '753-
3106.
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys for rent. One block
from University. Call







I FOR RENTNice furnished $ bedroomlions for 4.' 5 eel.,. h.C.611 751-5565 days sr 753-511111 'her 6 p.m





, chen and bath. $75 a
month. Utilities paid.
Apply at Corvette
Lanes, 1415 MainiBt. or
phone 753-2202.
34 Houses f 0, Rent
THREE OR FOUR
bedroom house near
-University. Call 482- '
11285.
s-EXTRA NE 2 bedroolfll;
central gas heat. Near
Tr -City. $195. Call 753--
0430 or 753-8208.
NICE HOUSE. City
water. Electric. 94 East
: four miles. Couple, no
pets. References. Call
753-7551.






,HORSE STABLE for -
rent, pasture land also
available. Call Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
SISSONS ZENITH TV
Sales. Lowest prices
ever. 25" color console
from $579.95. We save--
you money. Highway 94,
19 miles West of
Murray. Over 15 ears
of Zenith sales and
service. Call 1-382-2174.
21. Mobile Home Sales
1968 12 X 58 NEW MOON,
3 bedroom, all electric.
Carpeted-and-aircon-
_ditioned. $3200. See at
Riviera Cts, or call 153-
3280 before 5.
14 X 65 SAHARA mobile
home. Pactially fur-
nished. Central heat. All
electric. Call 489-2157
after 5 p. m.
1971 KING GEORGE.
Call 753-2567 after 4 p.
m.




12 x 56 MARIOTT two
bedroom gas heat. Nice.
Located Fox Meadows.
s4,500.00. Underpinned.
Ready to move in. Call
753-1877 or 753-7974.
29. Mobile Home Rentalc
TWO- BEDROOM
TRAILER, central heat
and air. Near school. On





16th- Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES 44
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Near town on private
road. $110 menth. 'Call
753-8848 before 8 p. m.
30 Business Rentals
OFFICE SPACE for rent
and secretary area( Call
anytime 753-3257,
raornings•753-4140.
14. Want To But
..
1962 OWENS CRUISER
23 • foot. Needs
_reworking. With 1965 150
h. p. MerCruiser engine.
Call 474-2788 after 4 p.
m.
22 Musical
FOR SALE Baby Grand
Piano walnut finish




Large family room with wood burning fireplace,
kitchen-dining room-breakfast nook, living room
with fireplace, 1% acres, swimming pool. Call us
for more information.
NEW BRICK VENEER
Three bedrooms, large Id, beautiful-trees,.wail
to wall carpet, 2 baths, concrete drive, quality
construction throughout, central electric heat
and air. Ready for immediate occupancy. Priced
In 40's.
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY
36 Acres, city water, sewerline, excellent
location.
LAKE COTTAGE
50' x 200' lot in Blood River area. Bargain $5390,
call us today.
BUILDING LOTS
2 choiCilbtainTickson Acres. Other lots located
in lake areas and other locations. Let us show
these and others.
GROCERY STORE




2 Miles SE on Hwy. 121 753-3333
After Hours
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Female, 6 months old.







. fentalg._ O. Call 437
4164.








baby items. Saturday 7-
6. 127 Riviera Cts.
2111111:11111
Home for !Ron - "Hey
look -A*: itlfer" and
discover what,* bargain
this 3 bedroodiThrick
really is, with large den,
patio and fenced in yard.
• Located in Robertson




building site - Ideal
location on New Concord
Highway, just one mile






Just listed this -ex-
tremely neat and at-
tractive 2 bedroom brick
home in Lynn Grove.
, Recently redecorated
home on large lot and
located only 6 miles
from Mtirray. Priced to




































611 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on black -
top road. This can be
bought for less than
$600.00 per-acre.. MUIR-
55,. acres are Lendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
- fencing. __ John - C.•-
Neubaiser, Realtor, 505
Main St., 7'53-0101 -
  61971.uollied roan MMus,
88 ACRE FARM just
listed near KirksaY. °MY COMPUTER 9t0N5, TH1RT`f -11NOExcellent producing
farm with ap-
proximately 70 tendable





753-1211,-or-gbp by our -
convenientlY Toca-U4 .




49 Used CPC 4 Trucks
1965-FORD 390, straight
shift, white spoked rims
and tires. Short wheel
base. Needs work. $400
Call 753-1887.
1965 CREVY four door
Impala. $175 or best
offer. See at Hiles
Trailer CL ,
=art VOLKSWAerM,
extra nice. Call 436-2400.
1972 FORD Ranger XLT.
- All power and air. Call
489-230,2.
REALTORS













209 Walnut-Streetea Ss number after 5110 to-sitursriesi wrirsvottat, 753- -
TRANSFERRED OR MOVING?
Are you leaving Murray and anticipating the
hard task of locating a home in another city? The
Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS is affiliated with
a network of real estate brokers throughout the
entire United States. Come talk to Nelson Shroat
and he will have a real estate broker ready to
show you homes anywhere. He also has a toll
free phone number at your-disposal. What does it
cost you! Nothing! Remember, helping people is
our business.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Sisepploy Center
759-1707





GOOD BUSINESS BUILDING in commercial
subdivision on Sunbury Circle is this large com-
mercial building, 50 x 80 and has 2 adjoining lots
which can be purchased if desired. Building has
carpet and central heat and air. Plenty of
parking.
JAI
COMMERCIAL BUILDING at 406 Sunbury Cir-
cle is 40 x 88 and in very good condition. Front
half of building is heated. Plenty of parking and
mutable for a variety of businesses.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple listings
Guy Spann, 733-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409




just waiting for your
family. Not much to do
here as it is in tip-top
condition and priced to
sell. Located Northwest
of Murray_ Phone_ _
KOPPERUD REALTY,-
753-1222 for information







The IS... ineermice aid
lialototo Away, kee.
bawd to mire year reel
ones weeds far ever 25
yours. if you ere • Moyer or
solar mod we cm Is et sot,
'eke to yee.
For. Property - 411 ecru farm
wItb appreziesetoly 33 acres
tominile. Warted in &bey
community.
753-3263 Anytime
Tasteful setting for a
tasteful restaurant or
make your grand en-
trance down winding
staircase in your own
home. Near downtown..










A fiplICE OF NICE -
-7-Ritra sharp 4 bedroom
home recently listfd hi








garage, cozy den. and
step-saving kitchen.
This is an excellent buy
in the low 40's. If you
want to make the family
happy in '78, make your
appointment now to see
753-1222, ICOPFERUI;
REALTY
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CHEVROLET Monte
Carlo Landau. Bought
Ickally. Blue with white -
vinyl top. 50,000 actual
• miles. New tires. See or




Ftury. Can be seen at•
Grogans Trailer Ct.,
trailer No: 34, 94 East.
1974 CHEVROLET, 4
wheel drive, power
brakes - and power
steering. Long wheel
base, 10" spoke wheels
and tool box. In good
  condition.' Call 1.524-
,5e.












-Br1aJbedrooma, large . 
. -T'Aachen, panneIed den, 197r1TRTEt/74-
__big utility, garage, new 54,000 miles with or
carpet and freshly without topper. Call 753-
-painted inside:-
bulldlngs,Iacre wooded - 
-lot. Hwy. 94 W. in Lynn 1973 AURA SSA-DO R
Grove. Only $31,900 Call • Brougham wagon. 9
or come by 105 N. 12th, -- passenger. Full power
Boyd-Majors Real - and air. Excellent
Estate, 7551090. - condition. $1695. Call
436-5353.
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Souths id* Court Squore
Murray, Unholy/
753-4451
46 Homes For SA ie
TWO BEDROOM
FRAME house in Stella.
Call 753-9396.
BY OViNEEL: 3 large
bedrooms, 142 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121S. $37,000.-
753-9732 or 762-6970.
48 Automotive Service
HOLLEY 750 dual line
carburetor, factory hi-
rise intake, Mallory dual
point distributor and
Hooker headers for
small block Chevy. Call
759-1233.





Call 759-1999 after 5 p.
m. call 753-4571.
SQUEEZE YOUR $$$
Seeking a home that offers generous space, a
comfortable den to relax in, a big kitchen loaded
with extras, 2 baths so there's no waiting, central
heat and air and you want all this at a fair price?
We have what you're looking for in South
Murray. Mid 30's.
171111 BOYD-MAJORS
105 N. 124 street REAL ESTATE753-8080
THE PROFESS/ONA/ OFFICE vitrH THE FRIEND!. Y TOUCH
ambers brivbi753-4136 Aedre needy 70.9638
Warm Heroes** 753-11277 LI. Reek 753-2357
bobs@ lie* 763-9036 Newt Eller 7534519










Radial tires. $1550. 1967
Chevrolet pickup V-8,-
automatic $500. Call 753-
2893 after 4 p. m.
197$ CHEVROLET 12
passenger Beauville
van. 350 CID engine. .




tinental for sale or will




Eight track tape. Bucket
seats. Red inside and
out. Very sharp. $2200
firm. Serious inquires
-please. -Call 759-1791,








1F/5 3/4 TON FORD truck,
needs some body work.








paint, 8,000 lb. winch.
, New tires. AM-FM tape





steering, 302 V-8 Motor.
Good gasmile_age.
Astiliy wood stOve




Indian. All extras. 14,000










Doug Taylor At 753-2310
for fre-e--Estlinates.on ac Executive:  
Excellent ConditiOn. Call aRpEr CLEANING' at
reasonable - rate
. Prompt and efficient:-
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335. -
ALL TYPES bacichoe and
septic tank work. Field








by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.




roofs sealed. Call )ack
Glover 753-1873 after 5p.
m. or weekend.
• • FOR YOUR septic tank
WET BASEMENT? We and backhoe wovk
make wet basements needs., ALso septic took
dry, work completely cleaning. Call John
guaranteed. Call or D .,bm 753_8669 or
write Morgan-- tiii:=7 436,534M" .
struction Co., Route- Z • 
Box 409 A. Paducah, Kr FENCE SALES at Sears
42001. Phone day or- now. Call Doug. Taylor




ficient service. No job PAINTING, INTERIOR,




























Company Inc. Air cori-













In Skop. Spraying el Ted fornihre-SlivIlso
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too Large or Too Small





by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
On land_cleared of
StutriparWerah remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
1) AND J Contractors.
Remodeling, rePairs,
roofing, siding. The
smallest to the most
complete job. Call 437-
4338.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rook, rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or
_ _ decorative rock. Also.
Tree jsliiiIt.jT"on
and --WcW-- -







will do privet. arterial
foe childnia grades 14
aid High Sdamil





53. Feed And Seed
1100 LBS. round bales of
mixed hay. $24.00 bale
Call 753-2817 after 5
CLOVER HAY, $1.50
baled. 10 minimum. Call










Roofed and ready Up to 12 x 24. Also here style, offices, corteges,
mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, pee-cot completely reedy
to assemble op to 241 BO. ivy five best fee loss.
- CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
A PLACE WITH SPACE
- 3 Br. - Familreoom_IdtliffrePlares ret_room_
- with pool table,,2 c4ir garage, stoye, ref,, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, beautiful carpeting, 2 bath
one with sunken tub, patio, utility room and more
all sitting on approx. 2 acres. Priced under
- reproduction cost at $57,500. Call or come by
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707







TWO 1962 Oldvnobiles for
Sale. Cheap. Call 753-
5352.





Call 753-6441 a4er 5 p.„.
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
LOOKING FOR A HOME that you will really en-
joy living in? See this one, near- Kirksey, 3
bedroom brick, well kept on extra large lot.
Priced to sell.
NEW TO THE MARKET 3 bedroom brick ranch
on approx. 5 acres on Hwy 641 one mile North of
Hardin. Has fireplace plus flue with Ashley wood
stove also natural gas. $48,000.00.
10 ACRES ideal for building site. Slightly rolling,
wooded area country living & hunting area. 15
miles west of Murray. $5,400.00.
WANT TO OWN YOUR HOME rather than rent?
We have a good livable home in Almo on large lot
for under $10,000.00. Call Charles.
APPROX. 10 ACRES of Hwy. frontage land near
Gob. Has many choice building sites. Priced to
sell.
CALL US FOR INFORMATION on a new 3
. bedroom home with all the expected new con-
veniences. Located between Stella and Cold-








Jack Crittenden 435-4483 Charles Jeffrey 474-2337
Janke Crittendea 435-4453 Darrell Morgan 527-5174
Bill Bremen 527-9921.
Veiny Brine, MGR. 527-1111211
Bob Riley 527-9086
irn DATst \ 280Z. Can . - - ̂
be seen at 41.,' N. 7th E_INAITTOILYOUR REAL ESTATE CQMPANY
h. e
•












Mr.•Grover C. Wilson, 56, of
1000 Payne Street, Murray,
died-ThUrsday at 5:40 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
. Hospital. His death followed
an extended illness.
Mr. WilSon is Survived by
nicviw -Lithe shoal, .wilsori
of the home address and a
daughter Mrs. Gene (Rue)
- MeCateheen, also -of Murrar
Also surviving is his mother,
Mrs. Hettie Butler Wilson of
Whitlock, Tenn.
Other survivers ,include
three sisters, Mrs. Bruce
Evanfirarren;
Mich.; Mrs. Junior (Juanita)
Ross, Whitlock; and _ Mrs.
(Ethelene) Odom, Pa,ris,
Tenn. Two grandchildren,
Russ and Jill McCutcheOn of
Murray, also survive. Mr.
Wilson's father was the late
Grovis C. Wilson of Whitlock.
Mr. Wilson was born in
Henry County, Tenn., on July
11, 1921. He was employed as
general foreman of Holley
Carburef_or Cr_aris
Manufacturing) until illness
forced his retirement in 1%7.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson moved to
. Murray in 1976.
Mr. Wilson was a member of
the First Baptist Church of
Murray. He was also a
member of the Paris Masonic
Lodge No. 108 FA & A.M. and
Martha Ckiapter. 155, Order of
the Eastern Star. A 32nd-
degree Mason and a Shriner,
Mr„ Wilson waS a member of
the Sc-o - Rite of
Freemasonry of Memphis, the
Paris Shrine Club and the Al
Chymia Temple of. Memphis.'
Mr. Wilson served with the
U.S. Army during World War
II and held membership in the
Paris Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Funeral services will , be
held- gatiirdaY -at 2 p.m: in -
LeDon. Chapel of Ricigewii-Y—
Morticians in Paris. Of-
  liciating at the services will be
the Rev. Bill Whitaker and the
Ctirtor OWen-13"tirial will




At The Age Of 69
Mrs. Mable Pearcy of Fox
Meadows Trailer Court,
Murray, died Thursday at
three p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She ivaS.,6Tyears of -Ste and
Ee ow of-James Pearcy.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church-, Murray; the Murray
Senior Citizens Band, and the
Eastern Star Chapter. Born
Oct. 4, 1908, she was the
daughter of the late Housten
Cathcart and Fannie Vance
Cathcart.
Mrs. Pearcy is survived by
one son, James R. Pearcy,
Mayfield; four grandchildren,'
James R. Pearcy, Jr.,
Lexington, Mrs. Juanita
Upton, Mrs. Nanette Hayden,
and Toddy Pearcy, all of
Mayfield; two great grand-
children; one sister, Mrs.
Eula Mae McClanahan, and
one brother, Grover Cathcart,
both of Dearborn, Mich.
The funeral arrangements
are incomplete, but friends
may call -at the—Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
after six p.m. tonight
t Friday ) .
Sinking Spring To
Hear Pastor Speak
Bill Wotd Raise Amou MIN City EmOofeetolitributions
FRANKFORT, Ky. fA-PI-
Cities would be allowed to in-
crease the amount they could
require in employe contribu-
tions to pension funds in some
caseS tinder legislation being
considered by the House Cities
committee.
House bill 74 was aired
Thursday at a public hearing
held by the House and Senate
Cities committees.
 The boi wou.14 not qapge__
the retirement age for existing
city employees, nor would it
affect retirement benefits .for
'existing city ivorkees, said Bill'
Wiley, a Legislative _Research
Cominission staff member
working with the committee
on the bill.
lilowever, it would .in some
cases improve survivors'
benefits for existing workers,
he ,said. , .
In some instances, it would,
institute a workmen's Com-
pensation ,insurance ad-
justment if disability pensions
for existing employees.
That means that an em-
ployee would get only one set--;
of benefits instead of duplicate
benefits under two plans.
The legislation also would
,allow cities to increase--the -
amount they could require in
employe contributions — pri-




Chairman Bob Benson, D-
Louisville, said the legislation
is &signed to give local
governrnents "the tools to
better conduct their own af-
fairs.", •
,He -said the committee will_ _ _
spend several weeks at-
tempting to work out dif—
ferences_ between employers
and 'employees on 'specific
provisions.
George R. Arvin, general
manager of the Kentucky Re-,
tirement Systems, said the
legislation would force cities
"to quit issuing debt and start
paying the bill."
—7tetrin atcrit would require
cities to pay ongoing contribu-
-bons- to their pension funds
and interest on the unfunded
debut from past years. --
"It simply starts a program
to fund liabilities," Arvin said.
He said the biggest problem
would be where the cities get
the money to do that.
Lloyd Johnson, a Louisville
actuary, said it was question-
able whether the bill would
solve cities' problems in
financing pension plans, in
view of the fact that the
legislation couldn't force
cities which don't want to
contribute to do so.
Mike Amyx, exeCutive
director of the Kentucky
Municipal League, saidhe and
city officials from across the
state are concerned about
where the money will come
from to finance pension funds.
"Many of the larger com-
munities are now contributing
to pension funds at a rate as
much or more than property
tax levels," he said.
Amyx said the legisiaton
must eithet provide for a new
source of revenue for cities or
croate Jiew property tax" el- of Kentucky', said the date's Benson 
rertilndelrlitin'te—L-th------- --...—. _ e General Assembl 
eMption under the state's roll- firemeyi - support legislative- '
that--the-legieluten amid nee-----two---va..a tomeee3/4—theresied
back law.
However, he said, city offi- benefits, but don't like a provi- benefits for anyone 
alre,ady
changes that-would increase affect the retirement age or henefit7.—
 .
"You could have all "the
cials generally support the sion in the proposed bit out covered by a city Peal4on benefits inr the worki -on
legislation. .. - would allow a cItY to rOdecthe . An- ' PIII' BensoP 204 atid.still-
Melvin Miller of the Associ-,. retirement age thereby deu He chided
 Miller anctother- apt have any money in the










Ministry luncheon will reiume
on Jaz2.18 at 12...30 p.m._
Kizzie Cantrell has
organized a workshop on
women's concern for this first
luncheon. Five small groups
lead bY—
several fields will meet in two
one hour time blocks from one
to twop.m. -
Participants will-be able to
choose ,the small group .in
which they wish to participate
for each of the time blocks.
Small group leaders include
The Sinking Spring Baptist Alta 
Presson, _ I.anette
Church will hear the -pastor, Thurman, 
Jody Anderson, and
- the Rev. Lawson Williamson; two 
lawyers from- The
sPeak_at. the ten_ and chase area.
seven p.m. worship services
on Sunday, Jan. IS-.
"Down Deep In My Heart"
and "Just As I Am" will be the
selections by the Adult Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott with
Mrs. Scott as pianist and Judy.
Hughes as organist.
ligiyrqond Crawford, deacon
of the week, Will assist in the
morning service.
_ Sunday School will be at ten
aid. and Church Training will
be at six p.m. The Youth Choir
will meet for practice at 5:30
p.m. and, will sing in 'the
evening service..
• • Volunteer nursery workers
The rneaT. Ind Workshop-
program are open to the
public, a spokesman said. The
cost of the meal is -81.25. Call
753-3531 for reservations.
Hog Market
5anedta...,r,attii Market pews Service
Keht7sciy Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 32 Ed. IN daryows 411
Gilts Litt:2  higher sows sieda.5646. 00
US 14 Its 
US 14 300440 Its 142.00-46.50
US 24340410 lbs . 04.00-45.00
US 3-4 IMMO lbs. . . 60.0044.00
Sows
US 1-2270-3S0 It  $34.00-36.00
US 14 110400 lbs I4.8646.110




BUT, WE KNOW OUR CUSTOMER IS
OUR IOU IMPORTANT ASSET!!!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT 
- ************.*********************************************r********
11.•••,;A• Vie • 1.,..4.1X




* * ,: We are beginning 1978 by offering our severs the
it  highest all_dwable interest rate on  savings of 73/4 %
fef.:6 );iiais with a minimum deposit-W-1;000:60. .
With daily compounding of all savings accounts this* *
* makes the annual effective yield even higher. 
** *




is the year you plan to buy or build a newhome, we hope you will
contact Murray Branch—Hopkinsville Federal first. We specialize in










****** * * * * * * It,* *
$15,952,210.95 
70 MILLION  
65 MILLION  









70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
ASSETS




FIXED ASSETS, LESS DEPRECIATION
DEFERRED CHARGES—OTHER ASSETS
CASH ON HAND AND IN BANKS
TOTAL ASSETS 
OFFICERS & EMPLOYEES
MAIN OFFICE-7th 8. MAIN







































E LMO QUA RL ES
Building Superintendent
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
D. B. BOSTICK, JR.























Executive V ice•Prident -
AUSTIN B. STEWART
Senior Vice President
J. B. TODD, JR
Vice President '































LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH'
DEC. 31, 1976 DEC. 30, 1977
SAVINGS DEPOSITS
• - A-DVANCE FROM FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK
BORROWED MONEY  -
LOANS IN PROCESS
OTHER LIABILITIES
SPECIFIC RESERVES  
GENERAL RESERVES
SURPLUS





















TRIGG COUNTY BRANCH 1
HUGH H. ROBERTS, JR. —Manager
CAROLYN HOWELL —Teller
PENNYRILE MALL BRANCH 
CHUCK SMITH — MANAGER
ranch  
RUBY ROGERS — TELLER
TODD COUNTY BRANCH
OFFICIALS & EMPLOYEES 
- ADVISORY BOARD —















Corporate Vice President and





















- TRIGG COUNTY BRANCN
PENNYRILE MALL BRANCH
TODD COUNTY BRANCH
"" •
